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In  my i ntroductory essay (11The Dying Star: Character in Contemporary 
Fiction") I argue that the contemporary fiction writer views character 
in a new way, breaking with traditional fiction theory and its 
dependence on the Cartesian divis ion of Self and Other . The con­
temporary writer "finds Descarte s '  d ivision of Self  and Other impotent , 
turning i nstead to a vi sion of character i n  which there are no certain­
ties ; a character in contemporary fiction cannot necessarily  come to 
' know herse l f '  or the world around her. "  I trace the influence of Des­
cartes in a wide variety of traditional f i ction and theory , and then 
propose a new vision of character based on an assumption, borrowed i n  
part from Jaques Derrida , that neither Self nor Other i s  a "tran­
scendental signified" exi sting as a "center or origin. 11 Fo l l owing 
th is proposal I provide readings of several contemporary writers 
(Borges ,  Coover , Gaddi s  and Hawkes) i n  an attempt to demonstrate th is 
new vis ion of character at work in contemporary fiction. I conclude 
my introduction with a brief demonstration of the same principles at 
work in my own fictional piece , "Two Halves into the Water ,11 which 
fol lows the i ntroductory essay. "Two Halves into the Water11 repre­
sents my bel i ef that 11the ' se l f '  and the 'world around it' are ar­
bitrary deci sions . "  
The Dying Star: Character in Contemporary Fiction 
In  a traditional view of character, the Cartesian division of Self 
from Other p lays an important rol e ,  since it is by coming to know 
these two entities that character i s  establ ished. The traditional 
novel ist attempts to let us "get to know" a character , letting us 
picture the depths beneath her surface . In addition, the character ' s  
surroundings are portrayed as a system that, when the surface i s  
scratched , reveal s  an underlying logic or reason that helps to i n­
dicate the character of the protagonist. There are of course many 
variations on thi s  theme - ful l knowledge of Self and/or Other -
within traditional fiction. By contrast , however , contemporary 
character tends to be quite different. Notions of Self and/or Other 
persist (to use Theodore Roethke1 s  word) in  contemporary fiction, 
creating an i l lusion of presence that, if pursued , leads not to a 
definitive abstraction, but i nstead , farther and farther away from 
the moment, into a maze of reference.  I wi l l  argue primarily that the 
contemporary fiction writer, operating with i n  thi s  maze, despairs of 
the possi b i l ity of knowing either Self or Other , and , without this 
confidence,  she finds Descartes• divis ion of Self and Other impotent , 
turning instead to a v ision of character in  which there are no cer­
tainties; a character in  contemporary fiction cannot necessari ly  come 
to know herself or the world around her. 
** 
Ian Watt ties the novel to Cartesian phi losophy i n  The Rise of the 
Novel , a work that I sha l l  consider more or less representative of 
"traditional" fiction theory: 
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The greatness of Descartes was primari ly one of method , of the 
thoroughness of h i s  determination to accept nothing on trust ; 
and his  Discourse on Method (1637) and his  Meditations d i d  much 
to bring about the modern assumption whereby pursuit of truth 
i s  conceived of as a who l l y  indiv idual matter, logically  inter­
dependent of the tradition of past thought , and indeed as more 
l i kely to be arrived at by a departure from it.  
The novel is  the form of l iterature which most fully  reflects 
thi s  individua l i st and innovati ng reorientation. (13) 
It is  i n  Descarte s '  "determi n�tion to accept nothing on trust" that 
existence i s  b ifurcated into Sel f  and Other, internal seeker of "truth" 
and external field of experience. Thus the "character" or Self has 
two tasks: to delve into each realm  of the d iv is ion ,  i nto the external 
and the i nternal ,  i nto epi stemology and ontology. As Watt notes above, 
the divis ion of realms a l so creates a b ias : that of individua l i sm ,  
s i nce the external i s  not to be trusted . Our traditional notions of 
character depend on thi s  phi losophy ; we expect to see i ns ide a char­
acter, to see her psychology, her motivations. "Th i s  above a l l: Know 
thy characters" has become a traditional necessity for the fiction 
writer, although , as we shal l see, some novels  remain  traditional in  
their acceptance of Descartes without del ving into Sel f ,  but rather 
i nto Other. 
In many traditional novel s  there seems to be only one imperative 
that prope l s  the protagon i st from beginning to end: the quest for 
self-knowledge. E.M.  Forster cal l s  this k ind of protagonist the 
"round character" (Aspects 103-1 18). External events and other char­
acters in  these nove l s  acquire a surreal qual ity , s ince they seem to 
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exist solely  as a kind of counterpoint to the protagonist ' s  journey 
into Self.  Most of Dostoyevsky ' s  characters fal l under thi s  c las­
s ification , as do many of Jane Austen ' s .  I have chosen Herman 
Hesse ' s  S iddhartha as representative , since we watch Siddhartha 
journey from, in  the fi rst paragraph , the status of a superficial 
"handsome Brahmin ' s  son" (3), to a man who has complete knowledge of 
his Self in the final pages.  In between these points Siddhartha makes 
vain  attempts to reach Self-knowledge vis-a-vis the external world 
(through women , through money , etc .). But it is only through sec­
lusion that he comes to his understanding: 
I had to sink to the greatest mental depths ,  to thoughts of 
suic ide , i n  order to experience grace, to hear Om again, to sleep 
deeply again and to awaken refreshed again .  I had to become a 
fool again i n  order to find Atman i n  mysel f ,  I had to sin i n  order 
to l ive aga i n .  (97) 
Siddhartha is representative of the indiv idual ist bias we spoke of 
earl ier, i n  which Self takes precedence over Other. 
In other traditional novels the external is depi cted as a sort of 
puzzle that, when solved, manages to reveal the i nternal and its 
depths .  Thus the b ias of Self  i s  suspended for the duration of the 
novel unti l ,  i n  the final pages,  it is reinstated as we discover the 
internal meanings of the protagonist, having deci phered them from the 
world around her. Thi s  occurs frequently i n  Dickens. In Great Expec­
tations , for example,  P i p's confused identity at the beginning of the 
novel i s  resolved in  the end through his own discoveries. Discovering 
h is  i dentity is what propel s  the novel , and it is only accompl ished 
through a realization of the Other,  the external ,  which presents a 
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mystery to be solved. 
In a third kind of traditional novel the bias of individual ism i s  
suspended throughout - i n  fact, it i s  the Other that i s  g iven prel im­
inary status . I have in  mind certai n strains of Rea l i sm ,  particul ar­
ly Natural ism ,  in  which a character ' s  inner psychology i s  not as impor­
tant as the external .  This i s  the case in  a number of Stephen Crane ' s  
works.  For exampl e ,  it would be difficult, if  not impossible ,  to d i s­
cuss Maggie ' s  notions of Self in  "Maggi e ,  A Girl of the Streets ."  And 
it would certainly be difficult to maintain that Maggi e ,  either through 
a process of Self-searching or through a process of interplay with an 
Other, comes to ful l knowledge of her Self.  Yet even in  fiction l ike 
"Maggi e ,  A Girl of the Streets ," we find Descartes '  d ivision of Self 
from Other at play in  the generative log i c ,  appropri ated by a fiction 
which seeks to demonstrate the miniscule importance of internal psy­
chology i n  the face of a determining and overpowering Other. To say 
that we are nothing in  the face of an indifferent social or natural 
machine i s  at the same time a way of lamenting the powerlessness of the 
Sel f .  Thus the essential separation of Self from Other remains at the 
heart of fiction that seeks to demonstrate the obl iteration of Sel f .  
My goal in  making these di stinctions between types of fiction (the 
fiction of Sel f ,  of Self vis-a-vis Other, and of Other) i s  not to 
create a method by which to read traditional fiction. The three cat­
egories I have sketched out are over-general ized. Yet it is possible ,  
by looking at traditiqnal fiction i n  this way , to see the way in  which 
the Cartes ian division of Self from Other operates within a diverse 
selection of fiction, providing a common denomi nator between seemingly 
d i stinct categories.  In the works I have mentioned, and in the body of 
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works I have chosen these to represent, either Self or Other operates 
as an absolute , as a pure abstraction viewed as a truth that can be 
known, and which, through the process of fiction, becomes a real ity .  
E.M.  Forster can perhaps be viewed as a figure of transition between 
the traditional and the contemporary in fiction. Although h i s  theor­
etical work. Aspects of the Nove l .  remains primari l y  traditional i n  its 
outlook , his fiction seems to go one step farther.  At the heart of 
Forster ' s  theoretical  th inking l ies the Cartesian divi sion : 
There are in  the novel two forces : human beings and a bundle of 
various things not human beings , and . • .  it  is  the nove l i s t ' s  
business to adjust these two forces and conc i l iate their claims.  
(Aspects 155-6) 
Yet both sides of this theoretical divi sion crumble in Forster ' s  Passage 
to Ind i a .  The external world ,  Chandropore , is  a confusion of Indian and 
British values and patterns ,  crumbl ing away so that i t  maintains only a 
sort of she l l  in which the characters move: 
Houses do fal l ,  people are left drowned and rotting, but the general 
out l i ne of the town persi sts, swel l ing here , shrinking there, l i ke 
some low but indestructible form of l ife . (Passage 7) 
The Other of the external worl d ,  though not completely obl iterated, 
exists only as a "general out l i ne" which "persi sts ."  At the same time 
the internal in Passage to India is no longer substanti ve .  Mrs. Moore , 
for exampl e ,  is  portrayed as a traditional "round character. "  Yet , 
when the surface i s  wi ped away and she sees into the depths of her 
Self, she finds there i s  nothing there. Her experience in  the Marabar 
caves provokes a fear of the outside world ,  and i n  turn she seeks to 
take refuge in her Sel f ,  finding only an emptiness where, in traditional 
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terms , there should be a deep psychology , an epiphany: 
Then she was terrified over an area larger than usual; the un­
iverse, never comprehensible to her i ntel lect , offered no repose 
to her soul , the mood of the last two weeks took definite form at 
last , and she real ized she didn't want to write to her chi ldren, 
didn 't  want to communicate with anyone. not even God ... She lost 
al l i nterest , even in Azi z ,  and the affectionate and si ncere 
words she had spoken to him  seemed no longer hers but the a ir ' s .  
(Passage 150) 
What Mrs. Moore di scovers i s  that, i nside,  she i s  nothing. Thus , i n  the 
last sentence above , she is removed from her Sel f ;  her own words do not 
seem to be hers . As the magi strate later observes i n  court : '"I  must 
repeat that as a witness Mrs . Moore does not exist ' "  (Passage 226). 
To some extent at least, and despite Forster ' s  Cartesian theoreti cal 
stance,  the i nternal and the external i n  Passage to India are robbed of 
thei r  deep meaning s ,  leaving a maze of real ities .  I n  this  way the novel 
antici pates a more contemporary view of f iction , where the very sep­
aration of i nternal and external becomes meaningless. 
** 
Several years after Watt ' s  publ i cation of The Rise of the Novel i n  1957 , 
a flurry of reactionary theory appeared which I would consider "contem­
porary ,'' playing out the paradoxes in traditional fiction theory. 
I n  terms of character,  these theorists posed questions that were un­
answerable i n  traditional terms , s i nce they no longer accepted Des­
cartes ' d iv is ion of Self from Other, paraphrased neatly by Wylie Sypher 
i n  Loss of the Self i n  Modern Ltterature and Art: 
As everybody has noted , Descartes cleft apart the realm of man ' s  
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experience: there was the res extensa - the realm of matter , 
operating by universal mathematical laws - and the res cogitans 
- the world inside, which by contrast with the actual ity and reg­
ularity of the physical system outside, seemed unreal . (6) 
Sypher ' s  tit l e ,  Loss of the Self • • •  indicates h i s  thesi s :  that 1 modern1  
literature and art have lost the res cogitans. Thus, according to 
Sypher , contemporary fiction is  opposed to Watt ' s  notion of "the nove l ,  
whose primary criterion was truth to the individual experience" (Watt 13). 
Nathal i e  Sarraute , as wel l ,  indicates the way in  which the Self 
disappears in  contemporary fiction, obl iterating the "ultimate deep" of 
the character , who has become "a soulless body tossed about by hostile  
forces ,"  and who "was nothing ,  when al l was said  and done , but what he 
appeared to be on the surface" (13). The question of chracater bel iev-· 
abi l ity , then, becomes moot , s i nce there is  nothing to bel ieve in .  In  
contemporary fiction, Sarraute claims, "not only has the nove l i st 
practica l l y  ceased to bel ieve in  his  characters , but the reader, too , 
is unable to bel ieve i n  them" (54). As a result,  she continues ,  the 
character "has lost that most precious of all possessions , his  person­
al ity - which belonged to him alone - and frequentl y ,  even h i s  name" (55). 
Contemporary fiction theory does not only question Descartes ' notion 
of the res cogitans, however. The res extensa,  the external wor l d ,  is 
regarded with equal suspicion. With i n  our l iterary tradition, Roman­
ticism can perhaps be seen as sharing this suspicion - Sypher , for ex­
ample ,  makes thi s  claim in  h i s  chapter "The Romantic Self • 11 But the dif­
ference between· Romanticism ' s  questioning of the external and contem­
porary theory ' s  similar i nterrogation is  that Romanticism simultaneous­
ly maintained its affinity with the individual , the Self .  In  contrast 
Sarraute destroys not only the notion of the "ultimate deep" of the 
Self , but in  addition pul l s  the Other away from the possibi l ity of 
meaningful exchange , positing "a world in  which ,  above everything ,  
'the others , '  those toward whom we strain with a l l  our might, are 
' remote and invi sible ' ' gentlemen , '  occupying admi�i strative func­
tions that are minutely and strictly stratified · in  hierarchic order, 
s imple ,  wheels within  wheels ad infi nitum" (46) . The Other , then, 
rather than existing just beyond the character ' s  experience as an ab­
solute, knowable qual ity , is  an infinite regression away from the 
character. 
Although Sarraute specifies the human Other , the natural world as 
Other a lso comes into question with contemporary theory. Alain Robbe­
Gri l let states the problem succinctly: 
The idea of a nature leads infall ibly to that of a nature common 
to al l things , that i s ,  a superior or higher nature . The idea of 
an interiority always leads to the idea of a transcendence • • •  A 
common nature , once agai n ,  must be the external answer to the 
single question of our Greco-Christian c i v i l ization; the Sphinx 
is before me , questioning me , I need not even try to understand 
the terms of the riddle bei ng asked , there is  only one possible 
answer to everything: man. (58) 
Robbe-Gri l let in  these l i nes appears to base himself ,  perhaps , i n  the 
Romantic assertion of the Self ' s  imagination. He does not , however , 
priv i l age the res cogitans over the res extensa,  immediately continuing : 
"Th i s  wi l l  not do . There are questions, and answers . Man is  merely , 
from his  own point of view , the only witness" (59) . Rejecting the 
Romantic preference, Robbe-Gri l let c laims that man's "heart no longer 
needs an abyss in which to lodge" (59) . 
Thus internal and external absolutes are abandoned by contemporary 
fiction ; Self and Other are turned upside down, so that they are not 
res, demarkated "things" possessing central identities, but have become 
de-centered , ghostly i l lusions , behind which a labyrinthine infinity 
spreads outward. If we turn for a moment away from an exp l i cit dis­
cussion of character, and look to contemporary "phi losophy , "  we find  a 
simi lar discussion going on:  
Henceforth , it was necessary to begi n  thinking that there was no 
center, that the center could not be though i n  the form of a 
present-being , that the center had no natural site, that it was 
not a fixed locus but a function, a sort of nonlocus i n  which an 
infinite number of sign-substitutions came into play. This  was 
the moment when language invaded the universal problemat i c ,  the 
moment when, in the absence of a center or origi n ,  everything 
became discourse - provided we can agree on this  word - that is  
to say , a system i n  which the central signified,  the original or 
transcendental signified , is never absolutely present outside a 
system of differences .  The absence of the transcendental s ig­
nified extends the domain and the play of signification infinitely.  
(280) 
Here Jacques Derrida proposes ,  in the "abstract , "  that the central 
meaning proposed by a structure of s ignification does not exist outside 
the system , transcendental l y ,  and that the system is  thus robbed of its 
order, becoming an infinite play of signification . Derrida is drawing 
from the l i nguistics of Ferdinand De Saussure, i n  which the relation­
ship  between the "signifier" and the "signified" is arbitrary; as 
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Derrida says above, the meaning of a signifier is  a "f�nction'' rather 
than a transcendental origin  i ndependent of the signifier. The meaning 
of a sign (a word , an utterance, a text) becomes the arbitration of an 
infinite p lay of s ignification. 
A Derridean rethinking of character would lead to s simi lar con­
clusion of "infinite play." "The subject finds itself now with i n ,  not 
at the source of , l anguage, a function determined by language and not 
an origin ' outside ' the textua l - l i nguistic system surrounding it" 
(14-15) , writes Davie Carro l l ,  as he outl ines the "structural i st" ap­
proach to the question of the subject, in The Subject in Question. 
As Carro l l  points out, the structuralist notion of character or subject 
(represented by Barthes ' S/Z, Gerard Genette ' s  F igures, and Jean Ric­
ardou ' s  essays) u l itmately replaces the subject as the "central "  origin 
in fiction (1 5) . Whether this is  the case or not, and whether Derrida 
a l l ows the subject to creep back towards the center,  are questions we 
shal l  return to . For now, however , let us assume that Self and Other 
are simply "functions determined by language" and are not "origins" 
outside the character ' s  immediate reality. Both the res cogitans and 
the res extensa, in other words , have become frames behind which sig­
nification extends infinitely.  Sypher, refering to Samuel Beckett , 
sees this  happening to the res extensa:  "For th is novel ist man is  no 
longer the sole hero, but only the center for what he sees ; and from a 
zero point of attention he looks across into the realm of the i ndeter­
minate , where man vani shes into the infra-world" (153) . Here , although 
man is the "center for what he sees , "  that center is a "zero point , "  
or a� Derrida says , a "nonlocus" which is  not the center of existence 
but i nstead a "function , "  unfixed. Sarraute finds the res cogitan s ,  as 
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wel l ,  to be a vei l  draped over infinite possib i l ities: 11everybody knew 
now that there was no ultimate deep. •our authentic  impression• had been 
found to have any number of depths; and they extended one beneath the 
other, ad i nfinitum11 (12-13). 
In the absence of the certai nty of either the interior or exterior 
realm,  of either the cogitans or the extensa, where then i s  11character?11 
Can the notion exist between two voids? Perhaps it would be possible , 
i n  the absence of Descartes• dichotemy, to imagine a 11new11 fiction,  
untroubled by notions of Self and Other • • .  But something i s  wrong : we 
cannot conceive of such a fiction;  it would be really fiction,  without 
the comfortable paradox of a 11plausible story 11 or a 11bel i evable fiction. 11 
The paradox does exist; the character stands, the world around her per­
sists stubbornly. In  Passage to India the outside wor l d ,  Chandropore , 
11persists11 as an Other , 11swel l ing here, shrinking there , l i ke some low 
but i ndestructible form of l i fe 11 (Passage 7). On the other side of the 
dichotemy, 11The self persists l ike a dying star , 11 writes Raethke i n  
11Meditation at Oyster River.11 The two notions cannot be deconstructed 
away without returning to haunt character,  creepi ng back towards the 
center. 11And even today the notion of a structure lacki ng any center 
represents the unthinkable itself11 (279) writes Derrida. Theory would 
be b l i nd if it were to unconditional ly reject the Cartesian dichotemy , 
claiming that it can think the unthinkab l e ,  mai ntai ning that Self and 
Other are dead notions, behind us now, having given birth to a 11new11 
fiction. Self and Other are not dead - rather , as Raethke suggests, 
they are 11dying. 11 Within the margins of each concept there i s  room 
for a new character, a new fiction. 
A metaphorical shift is necessary . The Cartesian metaphor, res, 
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turns the cogitans and the extensa into "things" - whole entities, with 
boundaries. We appropriate thi s  metaphor when we talk of interior and 
exterior "worlds" or "experiences ," or when we accept a "division" or a 
"dichotemy. ." Directly opposed to the metaphor of res would be the voi d ,  
the absence of the cogitans and extensa. But as we have seen , such a 
metaphor i s  unimaginable :  p i cture a void in your mind. It is  almost pos­
sible;  almost. In order to construct the image of the void we have to 
return to the images of res ,  of things, tracing their disappearance. It 
is for thi s  reason that Roethke ' s  metaphors of "persists" and "dying,"  
although they at first seem directly opposed to each other,  are ap­
propriate for a new vis ion of character . In  terms of a v isual meta­
phor, a l iteral image , contemporary fiction has chosen metaphors which 
make external and i nternal worlds present only in the immediate vicinity 
of the moment , but which fade into confusion when i nspected or searched. 
Borges ' Labyrinth , Coover ' s  Game and Barth ' s  Funhouse serve as examples.  
I should emphasize at this  point that my proposal for contemporary 
character does not consi st of a dialectic between Self  and Other,  with 
character emerging synthetical ly as a locus and resolution of a d ialec­
tical process between dying antitheses . Rather, character is a 
"zero point" situated between two notions which are i n  question , between 
two glasses that wi l l  not hold water,  so that we are left with a series 
or labyrinth of concentric c i rcles which fold into one another , "inter­
nal ly" and "external ly ,  11 creating a play of perceptions , meanings , psy­
chologies, real ities. What fol l ows is a series of readings of contem­
porary fiction - an attempt to demonstrate "in practice" thi s  notion 
of contemporary character. 
** 
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I am aware that a great number of contemporary f iction writers - in  
fact , most of them - view character in  traditional ways.  Many of our 
great writers , such as Saul Bel low, Norman Mai ler and John Updike , give 
us characters and worlds of experience we can 11know. 11 These writers 
may be innovative in many ways , but their notions of character remain  
traditional . Many other writers today. however. have begun to exper i ­
ment with the possibi l ity of situating a character as a "zero point" 
in  the labyrinth of language . Perhaps these writers can be thought of 
as 11experimental11 authors , but I hesitate to use thi s  term , s i nce it 
is  so burdened by preconceptions of how we are to read their works .  
The authors whose works I di scuss i n  the fol lowing pages are by no means 
the only ones who are rethinking character, but their works can perhaps 
be seen as representative of a new vision of character. 
In the works of Jorge Lui s  Borges ,  the labyrinth serves as the cen­
tral image. "The Library of Babel 11 is i n  many ways a dramatization of 
the dying (not the death ) of the traditional Cartesian d iv ision of Self 
from Other. The Library of Babel , the universe of possi b i l ities , con­
tains a l l  possible texts i n  its infinity , and i s  opposed to the l i brarian 
- a character, a Self who seeks to f ind h i s  meaning in the L ibrary , 
searching for the ultimate text. Previous l i brarians have k i l led them­
selve s ,  despairing of a connection between Self and Other; there have 
been Romantic and Existential l ibrarians , but the present on wanders 
through the L ibrary ' s  infi nity , aware that its only order l i es in  its 
infin ite di sorder: 
If  an eternal travel l er were to cross the l i brary , i n  any d i ­
rection , he would prove , at the end of centuries , that the same 
volumes repeat themselves in  the same d isorder (whi c h ,  reiterated,  
would be an order : the Order). My lone l i ness is  this elegant 
hope. {93-94 , my translation) 
The i l l usion of the "eternal travel l er" is one of a whole Sel f ,  capable 
of real izing the whole of external experience , the Library. But this 
travel ler is an i l l usion , an "elegant hope" that persists l i ke a ghost, 
an image of a circle {he would cross the Library and return to the same 
place , having encompassed its total ity) drawn against the continuum of 
possibi lities as a relief from "loneliness . "  
Elsewhere i n  Borges , we find the circles drawn i n  untraditional 
ways , al lowing Self to escape its traditional boundaries . Pierre Mer­
nard becomes Cervantes {"Pierre Mernard , Author of the Quixote"), and the 
central character of "The Immortal" is Homer, "a Roman soldier , "  and 
"soon I wi l l  be everyone : I wil l be dead" {140, my translation). This 
playing with the possibi l ities of character, of time and space, also 
invades contemporary American fiction. Versions of "what happened" can 
differ in contemporary fiction , since there is no ultimate truth to 
either motivation or action , inside or outside,  and thus motivation can 
be action , and vice-versa. In the stories of Robert Coover this becomes 
clear. With Coover, not only is the question "Did thi s  actual l y  happen 
to the character?" irrelevent , but so is  the question "What actual ly 
happened to the character?" In "The Elevator," for examp l e ,  several 
versions of what happens to Martin are delineated , and we read them not 
as c l ues to discover what real l y  happened , but as a labyrinth of per­
ceptions and happenings , possible happenings. In "The Marker,"  we are 
lead with Jason past our traditional notions of "plausibil ity , "  which 
as we have seen are dependent on stable notions of res cogitans and res 
extensa; from a normal or 11bel ievable11 bedroom scene into what we would 
traditional ly think of as a macabre fantasy (his wife becomes a corpse, 
pol icemen break in  on his  unwitting necrophi l i a ,  and smash his  genitals 
with a p istol butt) . But to classify · this  story as "fantasy" is  to 
see it  in  traditional  terms , making a claim for its lack of truth . 
Instead , what happens to Jason i s ,  to use Derrida ' s  word, a "function , "  
i n  which the truth of the signification (its transcendence) does not 
matter; the function is  instead p l ay·; which Jason suspects immediately 
when he leaves the Cartesian uni verse and enters the labyrinth: 
He snaps out the l ight. 
·:: In the darkness , Jason pauses for a moment in front of the 
armchai r .  The image of his  wife, as he has just seen her , fades 
slowly . • •  Jason, sti l l  facing the bed, walks stead i ly towards it , 
his  right hand in front of him to feel for it in  the dark. When he 
has reached the spot where he expects the bed, he is startled not 
to find it • • .  He starts to cal l  out to h i s  wife ,  but hears her laugh 
�" suddenly:  she is up to some kind of joke , he says to himself with 
a half-sm i l e .  (89) 
The game , or 11joke , 11 Jason imagines h i s  wife to be playing on him is  
representative of the play between Self and Other which takes the place 
of traditional rules for ordering experience, which can be plausible or 
not , real or unreal . 
In contemporary fiction , a character ' s  words no longer sign ify the 
Self that speaks them, betraying her essence to the outside world ,  
since , today , she has no essence to betray . So we are faced with a new 
notion of dialogue; it is  no longer a series of c l ues with which we 
can discover feel ings and emotions in characters , or the truth of a 
character ' s  interior. Instead , dialogue becomes part of the labyrinth. 
Perhaps the best i l lustration of this  new dialogue in contemporary 
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American fiction is  Wi l l iam Gaddi s '  JR, which consists of 726 pages of 
dialogue - as though a tape recorder has been left on in a number of 
places and times , recording everything audible.  The voices on tele-
vi sion s ,  the voices of the "central" characters, as wel l as the voices 
of those not concerned with what could perhaps be distil led as the "drama" 
of a particular scene - a l l  of these voices are woven together as a 
"function , "  which might reveal happenings , characters and physical 
setting - or might not. 
As Coover ' s  story "The Marker" moves from Descartes ' universe to 
Derrida ' s  when Jason ''snaps out the l ight ," so John Hawkes ' tri logy 
of novels, The Blood Oranges , Death , Sleep and the Travel ler, and 
Travesty , moves toward the contemporary, away from the traditional . 
The Blood Oranges projects an initial  i l l usion of relative character 
stab i l ity: Cyri l ,  Fiona, Catherine and Hugh seem to be separate 
entities: 
together we sat with legs outstretched , soles of our feet touching 
or nearly touching, a four-pointed human starfish resting together 
in the last vivid l ight of day. (32) 
They seem, as wel l ,  to represent different parts of experience; the 
"four pointed human starfish" can be read in a number of traditional 
ways - for example, the four characters can be pl aced on Jung ' s  circ l e  
of functions of consciousness. With Death , Sleep and the Travel l er, 
however, Hawkes "snaps out the l ight ,"  so that A l lert, the narrator , 
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takes on characteristics of Cyril and Hugh both , who are diametrical ly  
opposed in The B lood Oranges (Cyril the "sex singer , "  opposed to Hugh, 
the embodiment of sexual repression) . A l l ert becomes the confusion of 
both character poss i b i l ities. 
The uncertainty involved in  Al lert ' s  character leads to uncertainty 
i n  plot, as wel l .  Whereas , in  The Blood Orange s ,  a time-l ine of "what 
happened where , and when" can be organi zed by traditional means ,  Death , 
Sleep and the Travel ler takes thi s  option away: 
11Al lert , 11 she sa i d ,  whi l e  masking her face with the smooth 
nightly g laze of thick white cream, "te l l  me the truth. Did you 
push her through the porthole as they accused you of doing?" 
I could not bear the question. I could not bel i eve the question. 
I could not bel ieve that my wife could ever ask me that question. 
I could not bring myself to answer that question. (61) 
Determining Al lert ' s  gui lt or innocence i s  unimportant for a reading of 
the nove l .  I n  fact, i f  we were to preoccupy ourselves with thi s  aspect 
of h i s  "character," we would become infuriated with him ,  and probabl y ,  
l i ke Ursu l a ,  leave h i m ,  shutting the book , turning to something more 
traditional .  But we bear with Al lert, thi nking perhaps that he i s  lying 
to us when he says "I am not gui lty" (179), or perhaps bel ieving him -
it does not matter, s i nce we are witnessing a Self breaking the rules 
laid  down by Descartes. What happens to Al lert i s  not real or unreal ; 
it i s  both . 
Hawkes goes one step farther with Travesty . It would be d i fficult 
to read thi s  third novel of the tri logy as something that could "ac­
tual ly happen ."  The res extensa of Travesty i s  completely i nternal :  
the narrator (now nameless ) does not even pretend , as A l l ert does 
with h i s  notion of gu i l t ,  that the external and i nternal are separate. 
"Imagined l ife i s  more exhi l i rating than remembered l i fe" (125) , c laims 
the·narrator. Thus the question not raised in The Blood Oranges , which 
A l l ert "could not bear" in Death , Sleep and the Travel ler, namely ,  
"Did it happen?" again cannot be asked - but not because, as i s  the 
case with The Blood Oranges , the answer i s  known to be "yes."  
Travesty simply denies the question , s i nce there is  no  res extensa 
by which to judge the truth of events . 
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I offer these readings of contemporary theory and fiction as an i ntro­
dutcion to "Two Halves i nto the Water," my own work of fiction , which I 
by no means mean to elevate to the level of arti stry ( in  either theory 
or fiction) I have been discussing. My aim with "Two Halves into the 
Water" i s  to place myself within  the body of fiction writers and theo­
ri sts I have been call ing "contemporary" i n  thi s  essay. The "Self" and 
the "world around it ,"  I bel ieve, are arbitrary deci s ions . They require 
quotation marks , s i nce they are tentative c ircles we draw; they are 
hypotheses , or experiments . Although, as a rul e ,  I resist authors ' 
readings of their own works , I can perhaps demonstrate what I am get­
ting at better i s  I refer to a passage from "Two Halves into the 
Water11: 
A Cricket 
I n  the night I am suddenly awake. 
The window i s  open, the sheets are cool . Somewhere beyond 
my vision ,  the Portuguese mountains stand i n  a dark mist. I can 
hear Lea's voice , a tiny scream on the other s i de of the wal l ,  
and Gerry ' s ,  a tight constricted moan. 
· · Marc i s  asleep. 
On the windows i l l ,  a cricket shifts its weight on its b lack 
legs . The f loor and the wal l  are pulsing in rythm. I n  her muf­
fled screams is  a sound I have never heard i n  her voice before. 
. .. 
I s  he hurting her? I feel my hand stir between my leg s ,  the damp­
ness under my fingertips . The pul s i ng grows stronger . 
The cricket ' s  antennae waver in the n ight a i r .  
The intensity of the moment in  t h i s  passage i s  the most important factor. 
The tiny cricket, its antennae wavering , embodies this intensity. If 
there is an Other, a res extensa , in  thi s passage , it is not a definite 
entity; the physical  mountains stand in a 11m ist , 11 "Marc is  asleep , "  
and Gerry ' s  and Lea ' s  voices are 11muffled , 1 1 coming from the other s ide 
of the wal l .  The question "Is  he hurting her?" i s  not answered , becaase 
there i s  no answer for the question. only the sexual stimulation 
E l izabeth fee l s .  But neither i s  there an internal meaning .  E l izabeth 
does not have an epiphany here , real izing her Sel f ,  the res cogitans. 
In fact she is  barely aware of herse l f ;  she "feel s" her hand stir bet­
ween her legs - as though the hand does not belong to her. She i s  in  
what we might cal l a "maze of the moment"; only the cricket ' s  antennae 
wavering , only the sexual stimulation are important . Inwardly and out­
wardly ,  meanings fade. 
I see thi s  in retrospect , however;  it came 11natural l y , 11 without the 
necessity for p lanning a theoretical framework , s i nce,  as I sa i d ,  I 
11be l i eve11 that experience operates the way it does i n  "A Cricket. "  For 
this bel ief I owe debts to several contemporary fiction writers and 
theorists : Hawkes and Borges ,  Derrida, and espec i a l l y  to Wal lace 
Stevens. I have not spoken of Stevens in this  essay , since I have been 
discussing fiction and fiction theory. But it i s  Stevens '  poetry , for 
me, that most clearly and magical ly  focuses the Cartesian question. In 
a sense I have argued in this essay that it  is the contemporary fiction 
writer ' s  task to p lay a "bl ue guitar" ; Section I I  of 11The Man with the 
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Blue Guitar" meditates on Self and Other, "man" and "world": 
I I  
I cannot bring a world quite round , 
Although I patch it as I can . 
I sing a hero ' s  head, large eye 
And bearded bronze , but not a man, 
Although I patch him as I can 
And reach through him almost to man. 
If to serenade almost to man 
Is  _to miss ,  by that, things as they are, 
Say that it is the serenade 
Of a man that plays a blue guitar. 
(52-53) 
The "I" of the poem cannot produce "world" or "man"; it can only 
"patch" them - a metaphor which corresponds to Roethke ' s  "persi sts ."  
It .is important to note that Setevens does not lament his  inab i l ity 
to p lay "things as they are" - rather, he celebrates the "serenade" of 
the "blue guitar ." Section I I  of "The Man with the Blue Guitar" 
serves as an example  of the way in which Stevens rethinks our traditional 
notions of Self and Other, and as an example  of h is  optimism. Whereas 
Raethke seems to lament that "The Self persists l ike a dying star," 
Stevens sees in the same problem a chance to p lay a "blue guitar." 
This  optimism a l l ows Stevens to let Self and Other expand into one 
another , as in  "A Rabbit as King of the Ghosts ," rather than watching 
them shrivel away into noth ing .  "Two Halves into the Water" is an 
attempt to encorporate this optimism into my fiction. Although it 
is  difficult to c l aim that any one Stevens poem has influenced me above 
his  others , I can say with relative certainty that "A Rabbit as King of 
the Ghosts ,"  "The Dwarf ,"  and "Sea Surface Ful l  of Clouds" come to bear 
on "Two Halves into the Water" - there are quotations and paraphrases 
from these poems throughout the story . 1 I hope, however, that "Two 
Halves into the Water" i s  its own work of fiction. 
11 a l so di scovered , after rereadi ng "Two Halves into the Water , "  that 
I stole l ines from two friends unconsciousl y .  Let me here g ive credit 
for "Heart w i l d  with
.
death" to Bruce Guernsey ("Loui s  B .  Russe l ") , and 
"arms l ike broken pinwheel s "  to Bob Zordani ("Ep i l epsy Rage") . 
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Two Halves into the Water 
Fisherman 
Tomorrow we are going out to the i s l and , the two of us.  Where the 
river meets the sea , off the coast of both countries , the i s l and has 
been abandoned for centuries. Some days it is very c l ose - on the 
beach you stop and look up. out to sea . and the wal l s  of the fortress 
are l ike other wal l s  i n  your l ife . A face could appear i n  the win­
dow , di sappear. 
But when it is cloudy, about to rai n ,  or at sunset , in the wash of 
color, the wal l s  of the fortress crumble somewhere just beyond your 
imagination , in shadows , beyond your comprehension of the shades of 
blue and si lver and deep red. 
The fisherman did not think we should go there . At sunset he was 
coi l i ng the poverty of h is  nets on the beach. H is  wife patched holes 
in the nets with twine. Lea asked him: 
Look,  excuse me. How much to take us to the i s land tomorrow? 
The two? 
His eyes passed from hers to mine. 
Both of us , yes .  
He dropped the end of a brittle net to the sand , looked out at 
the i s l and. His  wife watched us from the shadows of her black dress , 
coi l i ng a l i ne s l owly.  I felt her eyes on my breasts , my h i ps . 
There is no one there , he said.  
It i s  to spend the afternoon - the day. 
It is no one's. We Spanish do not own it. The Portuguese do not 
own it.  No laws there. 
But there is no one there , you said.  
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In  the di stance the is land decayed into a b lack si lence. 
He frowned. 
Look that I don 't  know. If to be good weather tomorrow, yes? 
It must be very early. 
At what hours? 
At the five-thirty. 
The old woman shook her head, dropped the l ine in in a p i le  of l imp 
coi l s .  He watched her walk away, her footprints i n  the sand, the 
shape of her receding through the doorway of a sma l l  shanty, the l i ght 
appearing in  the window . • •  He smi led .  
F ive hundred . 
I t ' s  good, Mr . Fi sherman . 
And not to make me late. 
Two Women . A High White Bed 
I have known her for years . You can tel l  that when we ' re together: 
sometimes she wi l l  look at me , or I at her, and our eyes wi l l  be ful l  
of a memory , something that passed between us.  Of the four people  who 
have cal led me L iz ,  and not E l i zabeth , she i s  the only one that means :  
You are close to me. Remember? 
Years ago, before I met Marc, before she met Gerry , I would visit  
her in  Chicago, arriving always on  Friday n ight with my suitcase. We 
would hug each other in the doorway . On Monday morni ng ,  i n  the out­
bound Dan Ryan , I would watch the Sears Bui l ding shrink i n  the rear­
v iew mirror against the sky ' s  grey, the Lake whispering goodbye , s l ap­
ping against the cement off Lincoln  Park , the wipers smearing away the 
first raindrops , the traffic stopped in the inbound lanes. 
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She met Gerry during one of my vi sits.  On Saturday morning we woke 
up, the sun a lready hot, making a noise on the whiteness of the sheets , 
buzzing across the p i l l ows. 
Good morning. 
She squinted in  the glare. Through the window, the back s ide of 
an apartment bui ld ing stared at us.  A rug draped over a rai l ing on  the 
second floor. Beyond , on the roof of the hospital , the workers were a l­
ready laying pitch at seven-thirty. 
I worry they can see me from up there , she said.  
They ' re too far away. 
They ' ve been fixing that roof for a week now. 
High above , the wiry s i lhouette s ,  hammers in  their hands , poured tar 
from a b lack vat. Rope s ,  tackl e ,  pu l leys , bricks • • •  
It was fun sleeping together. 
What do you mean? 
Remember when you were a kid • • •  your best friend stayed the n ight? 
The wal l s  in  the bathroom were still cold from the n ight . The towel 
hung straight and b l ue over the s ink.  On the back of the door, a post­
card , taped to the paint: Edward Munch. The Scream. 
I could hear her in  the other room, making the bed, pounding a 
p i l low with the f l at of her hand. 
Through P ity and Fear 
Someone could set the table • • •  
She stood i n  the doorway of the kitchen , wearing a red-flowered 
apron. 
Honey? 
Not hearing her , Gerry lit  a c igarette, waved his hand at the matador 
on television. The sme l l  of fish and lemons came i n  from the kitchen. 
He stood with the match ,  sti ll  smoking , poised in between h is  fingers • . •  
The matador cast the l ittle red mul leta to the sand , smiling , and 
stepped slowly ,  deliberately to the bull . 
S ilence. 
He dropped to one knee, close enough to feel its hot, sour breath on 
his face. A close-up of his face: eyes w i l d  with death , sweat on his 
neck. 
He put the other knee to the dust , and , leaning forward , arms out­
stretched , he kissed its black, blood-soaked nose. 
Jesus Christ. 
The bull  shifted its weight nervously,  the blood inch i ng its way 
down the dark legs. In the total si lence a breeze rustled the bright 
paper flowers of the bandieras, barbs deep in the muscle. 
The matador crossed himse l f ,  head down , rose to his feet and walked 
away without looking back. 
Jesus Christ. 
He threw the match into the f i replace. 
N ineteen years old.  Jesus Christ. 
Gerry? 
Uh? 
He looked at her sudde�ly ,  someone aroused from a dream, eyes 
bright. 
Did  you see that? 
How do you know he's n ineteen? 
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They said so. Did you see that? 
She was pointing to the television. 
In one motion the sword found the heart. His arms h igh in  the a i r ,  
the suit of lights shining . . .  He shook h is  head , threw his  half­
smoked cigarette into the fireplace. 
Gerry. Could you set the table? 
He smiled , turned off the television: the picture shrinking, a line 
of stat i c ,  then blank. Through the windows, the sun sank behind the 
mountains,  the terraced v ineyards • . •  
I ' ll set i t ,  I sa id .  
No , i t 1 s  your night for dishes. Gerry ' ll do i t .  
I ' ll do it .  
He was smiling , h is  eyes appraising her body underneath the apron. 
She looked at me: 
Di nner's almost ready. Where•s Marc? 
I think he went out to get wine. 
As Gerry hugged her, her eyes met mine for an instant. In his right 
hand he held silverware for four. He whispered something to her, his 
breath on her neck, hands sliding under the apron . 
A portrait:  the four of us at the table . Squ i d ,  wine,  the fire 
glowing behind Lea•s chair.  In our underwear or our bathing suits, the 
light warm and orange on our ski n .  Marc•s voice and Gerry ' s ,  weaving 
together over the table , the stark white table cloth. 
It ' s  a n ineteen-year-old kid ,  Ger. He can ' t  be thinking all of 
that. 
Of course he can. All n ineteen-year-olds do. 
Lea looked at me across the tabl e ,  her eyes wet with the shadows 
collecting in  the room, the light of the fire,  the darkness outside 
the window. Remember , her eyes said to me. 
I remember. 
She held her wine g lass i n  a s i lent toast. 
I d i d  see i t .  Down at the bar it was on TV . 
And? 
No . The bartender shook h i s  head. You just romantic i ze h im because 
you ' re a foreigner , Ger. A l l  the peasants i n  the bar thought it  was too 
much. Demas .  He ' s  showing off nothi ng .  
Alright. I 'm a foreigner. What about you? You saw it.  
Sorry, babe. I'm no Hemingway. I was scared. Nothing else. No 
aesthetic  orgams, nothing. Just scared . 
Gerry set h i s  glass down harder than he meant to. The wine slopped 
onto the table c loth. 
No. It was not j ust sex. 
Then was it i s? 
Like watchi ng Jesus on the cross. Catharsi s ,  the whole bit.  
Through pity and fear • . .  
Like I said ,  an aesthetic  orgasm. 
What the hell does that mean? If you could-­
Okay. I j ust mean it does n ' t  necessari ly-­
Elizabeth . 
He appealed to me with h i s  eye s ,  he ld out h i s  hand. 
You saw it.  Was it j ust some scrawny Spanish kid  on h i s  knees? 
I saw it • • •  
He ' s  no God, Ger. Face it.  H is  mother made h im breakfast today; by 
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now he ' s  under a bridge somewhere making out with some thirteen-year-old 
girl,  smoking Marlboros • • •  
Eli zabeth? 
I'm sorry, Gerry. I l ike Marc ' s  picture. 
That ' s  it? Nothing else? No--
He stopped short , staring at Lea . I felt a deep, si lent l augh in­
side me: she had removed her bikini  top, tossed it to the floor in a 
little yellow heap. 
She smiled at each one of us , the l ight of the f i re orange on her 
shoulders. Her breasts hung soft and dark at the end of the table.  
Jesus , Lea. 
Marc watched her in silence. 
Her eyes met mine. It was the deepest , truest smile I had ever 
seen ; far beneath her eyes shin ing ,  her soft shoulders, her breasts, 
i n  no way cheapened by Gerry 's  attempted joke : 
Lea , you ' re sharing our secrets . You know that. 
Her eyes did  not leave mine .  
The Church 
I hate your brother, she says. 
So do I .  
We pull the sheets over our heads and crawl down into the bed, gig­
g l i ng .  She turns on a f lashlight, points it at my face. 
Do you swear to tell the truth , nothing but the truth , so help you 
God? 
I do . 
She g i ggles. 
Have you ever seen him naked? 
Who? My brother? 
Of course , stupid.  
We hear a noise in  the room, pull down the sheets and there he is,  
standing in the doorway ,  brandishing the crucifix from our parents ' 
bedroom wall , pointing it at us. 
Go away , asshole , I scream. 
Fuck you. Bitch . 
I start to cry. 
Go away, she screams. Get out! Fuck ! Fuck! Fuck ! Fuck • • •  
Bagworms 
The sound of the coffee , as she poured it into two white cups , seemed 
l i ke a sound outside. 
We shoul d  go for a walk today. 
Where? Lincoln  Park? 
Anywhere. On the Lake. 
I tried to imagine what we looked like from outside, through the kit­
chen window: A table and some chairs , a sink and a white wall . A 
spoon lay i n  a patch of sunlight on the tablecloth. She moved in and 
out of view ,  getting someth ing from the refrigerator , leaving the room 
to get the mail.  I heard the mailbox door creak on its rusted hinge. 
What ' s  this? 
She opened a small blue envelope. 
In the p icture she sat with me now, holding the letter to the sun­
l ight . She sti rred her coffee as she read , suspending the morning , the 
sunlight in  the sound of the spoon. 
Jesus • • •  
What? 
This guy. 
She looked up from the letter. The spoon stopped movi ng .  
I went out with him last Friday. Dinner, and then we went dancing. 
I don ' t  know. His friends were there , some of them. He got really 
paranoid or something. Kept asking me what was wrong . 
She si pped her coffee. 
Then it got worse. You don ' t  l ike me, do you? Stuff l ike that. 
I was like: Take me home . Goodnight. He kept saying he was sorry. 
He wrote you a letter? 
Really weird. Listen to this :  Dear Lea. This  is just to let you 
know that what happened Friday night has happened to me before. It 
probably has nothing to do with you. You are a bright, intelligent 
girl with a good future ahead of you. This is the worst: I have that 
effect on women , I guess. Do you believe this? Don 't  think it has any­
thing to do with you .  I ' m enclosing your phone number so you can be as­
sured your privacy is protected . Feel free to give me a call sometime 
if you need anything , or j ust to talk.  I t ' s  got his home and office 
phone number. 
God. 
I don 't  know . • •  What am I supposed to do with this? 
Throw it away. 
She looked at the trash can. A soup can was lodged in the Tribune. 
Some popcorn kernel s ,  ashes. 
So stupid. You meet somebody at a bar . • •  
She held the back door open. The breeze came into the kitchen , 
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making the coffee sme l l  seem stale . I closed my bathrobe around me. 
Can you believe this?  I t ' s  l i ke Indian Summer out there. We have 
to go for a walk on the Lake. 
She took the sack out of the trash can . 
I should take this out. 
The bare boards on the porch floor were cold .  A twisted pine tree 
shed dry needles on the peeling pai nt ,  sharp under my bare feet. She 
pushed a ragged branch out of the way, dropping the trash into the 
can . On the roof of the hospital ,  the black stick-men moved back and 
forth . 
Look at thi s .  Bagworms . 
What i s  it? 
A little sack, l i ke d i rty straw , hung from the branch. She pul led it 
off , held it in her hand. 
You ' ve never seen one before? 
No . I s  it a l i ve? 
There ' s  a worm i n  there . Here . 
She held it out to me between her fingers. 
What do you want me to do with it? 
Look at it .  Here . 
It was softer than it looked. I rolled it s l owly  between my f i ngers. 
We used to smash them when we were kids.  
There were others hanging from the branch i n  s i lence, ugly Christ­
mas ornaments. The one in my palm  lay flat and cold .  
She put a crumb l ing brick back o n  .the l i d  of the trash can . 
Sea Surface Full of Clouds 
That year I went to San Fransisco by myself for vacation. From the 
hotel room I called the number my boss gave me. 
Is this Marc? 
Yes it is.  Is this E l izabeth? 
Over n i ght the sea grew sti l l .  I n  the morning the sun l i ght was a 
thick pol i sh over the deck. 
I peeled a banana i n  the si lence, alone , felt the a ir  waiting for 
somethi ng .  The isl and was a thick green hush across the water . When 
I threw i t ,  the banana peel slapped the water l ike an echo. 
He slept for another hour, whi le  a few clouds grew i n  the sky, 
white against blue.  Reflected i n  the water,  they grew deeper,  more 
severe beneath the wate r ' s  surface. 
I found some magazines i n  a l ittle cupboard : Cosmopol itan , Playboy, 
Vogue. They were two years old.  The sunl ight glared on the pages. 
Morning .  
He stood at the top of the l i ttle stairway, wearing the bathing suit 
he had had on the n ight before. 
Good morning.  
Did  you sleep alright? 
Yes. That bunk ' s  kind of sma l l .  
He looked down at his feet apologetica l l y .  
Sorry. The kids used to sleep i n  there . 
Our voices seemed l i ke an i ntrusion i n  the si lence of the cove. 
The clouds wavered vaguely under the water. 
So • • •  A swim to start off the day? 
He hung a beach towel over the rai l ing.  
No , thanks. 
He smiled. 
Nothi ng like it on a day like thi s .  
That ' s  okay. How about i f  I make breakfast while you swim? 
His  eyes g lazed for a moment, remembering somethi ng .  Then the 
smile came back: 
Great . There ' s  eggs and bacon in the refrigerator. 
He dove over the s ide ,  disappearing for a moment . I heard the sound 
of h i s  body entering the water . . .  
I turned on the gas , careful to leave the knob straight up and down 
the way he showed me. 
Otherwise , we blow up. 
Jes·u s .  Maybe I shouldn 't-­
Just kidding. Don ' t  worry. 
The smell of eggs and bacon seemed out of place at sea , anchored in  
an  i sland cove. I set the table on the deck, the real china,  the cloth 
napkins with bright colored ceramic rings, the sun glaring off the 
plates.  I could see him swimming deep under water,  between white 
clouds .  His  arms and legs opened , thrust closed i n  s ilence. 
When he came up for a i r  I yelled across the water. 
Almost ready! 
The eggs were burned on the bottom. 
Maybe I shouldn't eat thi s ,  he said . 
I stared at him.  He laughed. 
No , it was a joke. Don ' t  they say somethi�g about not eating after 
you swim? Or i s  it the other way around? 
He loaded h i s  fork purposefully. 
I didn 't  mean it like • • •  Thank you for making breakfast . 
He chewed his eggs. 
I ' m sorry they're burned , I said. 
He laughed. A l ittle piece of egg fell out of h is  mouth , making us 
both laugh.  The silence of the water swallowed our voices. 
Later, the wind and spray whipping my hair across my face, I watched 
the island grow smal ler in  the distance behind us . 
The c louds are all gone now! 
He had to shout above the commotion of the wind and the motors. 
His hands were lifted to the sky. 
I leaned far over the rai l ,  watching the side of the yacht slice 
through the water below. The foam trai led behind us , hissing. 
He was right about the clouds. Burned away by the sun. The si lence 
of the cove, the echo of the si lverware across the water ' s  morning 
sti llness . . •  evaporated. Hands on the t i l ler, Marc craned his neck 
to see around a little f lag that whipped in the wind . 
I tried to imagine the yacht, seen from the island behind: a small 
white disappearance in  the blue water, the blue sky. 
He cut the motors suddenly , leaving only the sound of the water,  
a hiss of foam. The wind slowed. The sun grew hot on my shoulders. 
Look. 
He was pointing at a flurry of shadows under the surface of the 
water. 
What are they? Sharks? 
He laughed. 
No . Dolphins. 
Dolphins. They were dark, si lver streaks, rol l i ng together, over, 
under • • •  
He was tying something to a fishing l ine. 
Are you sure you don ' t  want to try? 
You ' re not going to try for the dolphins,  are you? 
No . Just fish. 
I think I ' d rather just l ie in  the sun. 
I feel bad about dragging you a l l  the way out here j ust to watch me 
fish. 
Don ' t  worry about it. Just being this far from work with nothing to 
do but l i e  i n  the sun is enough . 
He spun the reel with his fi nger. A whirr of meta l ,  sunlight spin-
ning on the chrome . 
Does Bob make you work too hard? 
I smi led . 
No . He ' s  a great boss. He gave me a hundred bucks just to spend 
out here. 
Bonus? 
I don ' t  know. He just gave it  to me. He does this  father routine 
with me sometimes. He was a l l  worried when I said I was going to San 
Fransisco alone. 
He laughed , cast i ng the l i ne far out into the sun. I rested my 
head on a p i l low. For a wh i le ,  I watched him,  the muscles i n  his 
forearm tightened against the pul l  of the rod , his l i ps moving as he 
counted under his breath • • •  
The night before , he had o i l ed the reel in the l i ght of the lan-
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tern. Unseen , the waves s loshed against the boat. 
Want to catch some f i sh tomorrow? 
I ' ve never been a big f i shing fan • • •  
Oh. 
A s l ight breeze made the lantern swing gently.  The shadows length­
ened , grew smaller. 
You decided to take a vacation to San Francisco? Just l ike that, 
out of the blue? 
I ' d never been there. 
What made you decide to come alone? 
Who was I going to bring? My mother? 
�e laughed . 
When Bob called he said he had a friend who was coming out for a 
vacation. Take her out to d inner. She l i kes Ita l i an .  
He said  that? 
Don ' t  tell me he was wrong . We could have--
No, no. I l i ke Ita l i an .  I t  just seems l ike a funny thing to say. 
The lantern ' s  yellow l ight swayed over the deck. 
I hope it wasn ' t  rude of me to ask if you wanted to do thi s .  
Stop saying that. It'll be perfect. A lot better than walking 
around San Francisco with a guidebook in my hand , trying to see every­
thing in  four days . 
I hope so. 
Before he went to bed he paused uncomfortably on the stairway. 
If you need extra blankets there should be some in there. In the 
drawer under the bed. 
Thank you. 
Good night. 
Good night. 
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He cast a second l ine , set the rod in a c lamp . My shoulders were 
turning red. I rol l ed over, closed my eyes. 
In my dream he was swimming far below the surface. Si lence. There 
were c louds deep i n  the green water , reflected-- but the sky, far 
above,  was clear blue,  empty . With a thrust of h i s  legs he swam into 
the whiteness of one of the clouds , h is  body di sappearing in s l ow 
motion. I didn ' t  see him aga i n  unt i l  he burst through the other side 
of the cloud,  swimming aga i n .  
He tucked his  body , dark si lver , unro l l ed towards a larger cloud , 
farther under water, deeper i n  my mind. 
The Bridge 
When I finished washing the dishes , they were sitting on the balcony 
with coffee , Marc smoking a c igarette , leaning over the rai l .  In  the 
d i stance, the river flowed into the sea. 
They talked about the Spanish language , its idiosynchrasies , Lea 
wearing one of Gerry ' s  long-sleeved shirts , her legs bare in  the l i ght 
of the moon , Marc sti l l  in h i s  bathing suit , Gerry wear i ng shorts now, 
and leather sandal s .  I inhaled a pass from Marc ' s  cigarette , leaned 
over the rai l ,  felt the night air  on my forehead . 
Of course it i s .  
But you can 't  translate something l i ke that • • •  
Marc ' s  hand rested on my h i p .  Across the river, on the other side 
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of the val l ey ,  the Portuguese mountains c l imed i nto the darkness ,  a 
l ight here and there in some peasant doorway h igh above the road. 
Under the sound of their voices was the warmth of the night ,  the 
sme l l  of the v ineyards .  The h ighway by the river was empty. Far 
away , the bridge stretched across into Portugal , where a l ight win­
ked: by the customs house, under a dim yel low bulb,  the officer turned 
the pages of an old newpaper. 
The Waiter 
In the vi l l age we bought apples and cheese. Across the square they 
were building a stage. Marc and Gerry wal ked across the flagstones ,  
sandal s  s lapping , to read the announcement posted between stacks of 
boards and bricks. The voices of men shouting d irections , the sound 
of hammers and chi ldren playing.  
Let ' s  get coffee here . 
We sat down at a stone table.  She adjusted the umbre l l a  to make 
shade. 
The waiter was young . A stain on his  white shirt moved as he 
breathed , smiled at us self-consciously. Across the square, Marc 
was doing a mock pirhouette under Gerry ' s  outstretched arm. The 
chi l dren were l aughing. 
What in  God ' s  name are they doing? 
Who knows . 
The table was warm where the sun had been , the coffee thick and 
bitter. A pigeon scavenged among the tables and chairs.  From the 
doorway of the cafe, the waiter watched us intentl y :  foreigners can 
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tel l  things about you , sometimes , things you don 't  know yourself.  
Part of the Wind and Waves 
It was windier than we thought on the Lake. 
The waves s loshed thoughtlessly over the cement , and farther out, 
there were whitecaps .  Lea looked out over the water, blue i n  her sun­
glasses , her eyes untouched . 
Do you sti l l  think about him a lot? 
She raised the subject eas i l y ,  as though it were part of the wind 
and waves. 
My brother? I don ' t  know . • •  
The bui ldings rose up behind us , a tal l ,  looming si lence. Fal l ing 
behind them, the sun seemed to set early, shadows s lanting against the 
skyscrapers . 
Onl y  a vague want was left i n  my mind. 
The air of a cathedral .  
Freud , Jung and the Vase That Went Blooey 
We went out for di nner Saturday , getting ready whi l e  the sun went 
down outside the windows . She pl ayed Suzanne Vega on a cheap cassette 
player. A hairbrush,  black mascara , toothpaste . . •  
The chrome around the mirror was rusted. In the flourescent l ight, 
our faces were strange. 
Can I use your eyeshadow? 
We shared the mirror: her mouth ful l of toothpaste, my eye held 
closed with a f inger, the other stretched open. Over her shoulder, 
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The Scream. 
The cab driver smiled at her a hundred times. 
You ladies going out to d inner? 
Yes , we are. 
Everybody ' s  going out to d inner. 
I guess so. 
I slammed the door by accident , tried to yel l  I was sorry as he 
pul led away . 
Don ' t  worry about it.  
I think he l i kes you. 
On the wal ls  there were stylized prints , a different fruit over 
each table.  We sat beneath a three-foot apple.  Next to us, under 
the pear,  a group of bus inessmen , some young women. When we sat down, 
one of the busi nessmen stared at us , smiled at Lea, i gnoring the con­
versation, the women laughing. 
Lea pointed to her menu . 
The Carbonara ' s  real ly good here . My boss brought me here once. 
I tried to s ip  my wine slowly, l i stening to the conversation at the 
next table , watchi ng Lea look for something in her purse. 
Oops . No cash.  Have to pay with the credit card. 
She looked up.  
I ' m  glad you gave me an excuse to go out to eat. I 'm getting s ick 
of popcorn and wheat toast. 
One of the women next to us suddenly remembered somethi ng .  
Oh yeah ! Ego , superego and. . .  I had a course in that once. Some­
thing else • • •  
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Id? 
Yeah. That ' s  i t .  
The businessmen l aughed. 
L i z ,  that guy keeps staring at me. Don ' t  look. The one with the 
blue tie.  
I sat back in my chair ,  pretended to survey the room absent mind-
edly.  My eyes met his for an instant, jerked away . 
He ' s  the one that smi led at you when we came i n .  
Did he? 
L isten. He ' s  talking .  
He gestured with h i s  napk i n ,  pausing for a moment to s ip  h i s  wine • 
. • •  So Freud and Jung were having thi s  argument somewhere. I guess 
Freud thought the synchronicity thing was stupid or something l ike 
that. 
Stupid?  
Who knows. So anyway they were going at it ,  and a l l  of a sudden 
thi s  vase that was locked up i n  a bookcase exploded . B looey ! No 
reason at a l l .  Freud got the hel l  out of there. 
The table laughed loudly. Lea and I smi led at each other. 
The credit card waited on a red plastic tray. 
They say you're supposed to tear the carbons up,  but I don ' t  know 
why. 
Excuse me. 
They were getting up to l eave at the table next to us .  The man in  
the blue tie  had h is  hand on Lea ' s  shoulder: 
Do I know you? 
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I don 't  think so • • •  
Do you work for Fi sher and Associates? 
She looked up . 
Yes . How do you . . •  
He smi led. 
I used to have an adverti s i ng account . • .  Michigan Industries? 
She remembered . 
Yeah! We closed it when you-- Oops. 
He smi l ed sheepishly.  
Oh wel l .  That was • . •  
Yeah • • •  
She smiled:  
We l ike your story about Freud. 
You heard that? 
It was funny. I 'm Lea , that ' s  Elizabeth . 
We shook hands. 
Gerry . 
One of the businessmen cal led from the coatroom: 
Ger? 
Right. L isten, we ' re going up to Oak Street . . •  maybe we ' l l see 
you there? 
Maybe . Sure. 
It was n i ce meeting you both . 
Good night. 
Good night. 
When he was gone we laughed together. 
Wel l ?  Now what? 
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I don ' t  know. Want to go to Oak Street? 
She ripped the carbons i n  two , leaving the black s l i vers tucked 
under a coffee cup. 
A Cricket 
In the night I am suddenly awake. 
The window is  open , the sheets are coo l .  Somewhere beyond my v i s ion , 
the Portuguese mountai ns stand in  a dark mist.  I can hear Lea ' s  voice ,  
a t iny scream on the other side of the wal l ,  and Gerry ' s ,  a tight , con­
stricted groan. 
Marc i s  asleep . 
On the windowsi l l ,  a cricket shifts its weight on its b lack legs .  
The floor and the wal l  are pul s i ng in  rythm. In her muffled screams 
is  a sound I have never heard i n  her voice before. I s  he hurting her? 
I feel my hand stir  between my leg s ,  feel the warmth , the dampness under 
my f i ngertips.  The pulsing grows stronger. 
The cricket ' s  antennae waver in the n ight air .  
Sea Surface Ful l  of Clouds 
The sea grew stagnant over n ight. In the morning the sun spread a 
sickly yel low sheen over the deck. 
I felt l ike throwing up, but tried to swa l l ow a banana anyway . The 
pul p  stuck in  my throat. My eyes wouldn ' t  clear. I rubbed them, bl in­
ked hard. 
There were cloids hanging in the sky, thick ,  almost green. Reflec­
ted i n  the water , they looked l ike massive ,  bloated je l lyf i sh , wavering 
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under the surface. 
Marc was sti l l  asleep. A l l  night long I had pushed h i s  arm away 
from me , nauseou s ,  swallowed in complete darkness .  The boat creaked 
and swayed. Every ten minutes h i s  arm reached instinctively through 
the darkness ,  damp across my stomach , clutching me. Cold sweat on my 
thighs • • •  
The sun d isappeared behind one of the c louds . The sea , in  a false 
green g loss , waited for something.  Across the water the i s l and was 
tensed, hushed. 
Trying to ignore the feel ing in my stomach , I opened a l ittle cup­
board , found some magaz i ne s :  Cosmopol itan , P layboy, Vogue. They were 
two years old , with pages ripped out. I stared at a woman ' s  face, torn 
in half. All  that remai ned was the pout on her l ips , an eye half­
closed. I imagined her as h i s  ex-wife • . •  
Mom, Peter wants to go swimming. Can we go swimming? 
Shhh . Don 't  jump up and down. Your father ' s  asleep. 
Can ' t  we do something? 
She closes the magazi ne .  
Like what? 
Anything. 
Okay • • •  Let ' s  make a boat. 
Make a boat? 
She rips out a page , starts folding.  
What are you doing? 
Making a boat . First, a triangle. Then another • • •  
Peter has already ripped out another page: 
That ' s  not how you do it.  Thi s  is how you make a boat. 
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His  dirty fingers work quickly. 
W i l l  it fl oat? 
Of course it wi l l .  A l l  the way out to sea . 
He holds it up to the sunl ight. 
Fini shed. 
A woman ' s  arm folds around the prow. B lue letters run down the 
sides. 
Let ' s  try her out. 
How do you know i t ' s  a her? 
Al l  boats are hers , stupid.  
Oh . 
Don ' t  we have to chri sten it first? 
What ' s  that mean? 
Give it a name. 
Hurricane ! 
He drops it gently over the side. 
Sai l  away , Hurricane ! 
They watch the l ittle boat bob i n  the water. 
It ' s  not going anywhere . 
There ' s  no wind , Peter. 
He squints , looks past the mouth of the cove to the horizon , where 
the sea turns into sky. 
Hurricane, Hurricane. 
Waterlogged , the boat begins to sink.  
It ' s  s inking ! Hurricane ! Hurricane!  
Shhh. Your father ' s  asleep, remember? 
I c losed the magazine. The sun was about to emerge from behind the 
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c louds , the shadows taking shape on the deck s l ow l y .  A beach towel 
was draped over the guard rai l .  Below me , the water warmed in the ap­
pearing sun. 
I dove smooth ly ,  noiselessly into the water,  th ick ,  swirl ing in my 
ha i r ,  around my neck. I brought my knees to my chest and thrust toward 
the surface. Above , the c louds wavered in the sky. When I broke 
through the surface , fi l l ing my lungs with a i r ,  the salt burned i n  
my eyes . 
I paid no attention to the queasy feel ing in my stomach , the memory 
of the previous night . With slow regular strokes I swam toward the 
shore, water f i l l ing my ears .  Completely alone. I c losed my eyes,  
had a v i s ion of my apartment , motionless. Only the sound of my 
breathing .  The lamplight on the sofa, coffee, a book lying open • • •  
Close to the shore, the cramp in my stomach got worse, the kelp  
swirl ing around my arms and legs . I swal lowed a mouthful of sea­
water by acci dent. 
On the i s l and I vomited into the sand . Everything :  the banana , the 
sea-water , h i s  ex-wife and chi l dren. I sank to my knee s ,  empty. 
Across the water the yacht sat motion less.  The beach towel was a 
sma l l  blue square. I covered the mess in front of me with sand. 
A seashel l ,  cracked in two , rested at the water ' s  edge. I picked 
up the two halve s ,  held them together, the sharp white edges scraping. 
See this?  
He held the seashe l l  i n  h i s  hand. There were two large ones on 
every tab l e ,  between candles.  The sound of plate s ,  g l assware, con­
versations . 
It reminds me of something. 
What? 
Sai l ing. •. 
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It m�st be n1ce to l i ve by the ocean . 
Espec i a l l y  when you have a yacht. 
He held the she l l  out to me , suspended over my plate. It was l i ght-
er than it looked. 
You have a yacht? 
He smi led. 
E l i zabeth , I 'm going to ask you something I shouldn 't  ask. 
What is it? 
He laughed , breathed in deeply .  
I don ' t  quite know how to say thi s  • • •  
whi ch means I have a three-day weekend . 
We could what? 
He nodded at the seashel l .  
I smi led. 
Go sai l ing on your yacht? 
I don ' t  have to work tomorrow , 
I was thinking maybe we could • • •  
I threw the two halves into the water, watched them sink to the bot­
tom . The sand was coarse under my feet. I wal ked towards the sea. 
Beyond the protection of the cove, there were wave s ,  and even a 
s l ight breeze. The fresh a i r ,  touching my face, my neck, made me 
conscious of the bad taste i n  my mouth . I lay down close to the 
water , c losed my eyes .  The sun was warm on my skin.  
I n  my dream my mother pours water from a pitcher over my soapy 
..... :i ' r . !<l� l p  brushing my '.1" ' • ' 1 1 1� • • •  tl1G �>at.h�:tib i s  f i l led �J'. !.!1 i;. ,  . .  ·:. · , 
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The teeth of the comb feel good on my scalp as  she combs out the 
shampoo , f i rm ,  regular strokes . 
• 
Then he i s  .standing there i n  the bathroom �oorway , my brother, 
pointing h i s  f inger at my chi ld ' s  body : 
No t itties ! Lizzy ' s  got no titties ! 
Dav i d ,  get out of here , mother says. Get out of here , you l ittle 
shit. 
• 
With her large, warm hand she wipes the salt from my cheeks and 
whi spers to me: 
Don ' t  l i sten. He ' s  a l ittle shit sometimes . 
I can hear h im  downstairs , stomping through the l iv ingroom, the 
muffled sound of h i s  laughter. 
Lizzy ' s  got no titties • . .  
There was a bel l  ringing somewhere. I opened my eyes. The sun was 
hot , had burned away most of the c louds . A bel l  ringing . • •  I sat up. 
The yacht was near the mouth of the cove, motors churning. He was waving 
from the deck. 
Breakfast ! 
He rang a bel l  next to the ti l ler. I stood up. 
Have you ever tried to cook eggs and steer a yacht at the same time? 
He cut the motors , ran back into the cab i n .  I laughed. When he 
came back out , he was waving agai n .  
Come on ! They ' re perfect right now ! 
I waded into the water. 
At the side of the boat, he had let down a l i ttle  ladder. He put 
the towel around my shoulders, kissed my cheek. 
How d id  you know where I was? 
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I saw your red bath ing suit way down here. 
The deck was warm. He had set the l ittle table with real china, 
c loth napkins with bright-colored ceramic rings. The sun g l i nted off 
the plates . 
Didn ' t  your mother ever tel l  you about writing notes to people so 
they don ' t  worry about you? 
I 'm sorry. I was sick to my stomach . I didn ' t  real ly  know what 
I was doing . 
You were s ick to your stomach and you went swimming? 
I feel better now. 
The eggs were perfect. Champagne and orange juice ,  some fruit • • •  
Look at this day. 
He held h is  hands up to the sun , smi l ing. 
Freeze Tag 
A GOVERNMENT SPOSORED OPPORTUNITY : THE MADRID DANCE COMPANY. The 
l ights , red , yel low, orange, were clustered under the looming church , 
the stage hammered together from plywood , speakers towering over the 
heads of farmers ,  townspeopl e ,  some students .  
We stood at the edge of the crowd , incongruous,  watching over the 
sea of heads. In the voices and the humidity, the expectancy of the 
brightly l i t  stage,  I felt removed , separated . 
Far above the v i l lage , in the mountains , a s ingle  l i ght winked 
i n  the blackness : An old woman , setting the sack of garbage outside 
the door. She rai sed her eyes to the moon , thick with clouds.  The 
sme l l  of the straw, the humid grapes. In the val l ey there were more 
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l ights than usual , a crowd gathered in the v i l lage. She shut the 
door behind her. 
Now the dancers were moving ,  the music drowning out the sound of 
the voices . Bare-chested men , rowing a ship that was not there , mus­
cles rippl ing in the l ights . Then a s i ng l e ,  female  figure moving 
between them . from body to body , coming to rest in the warm glow of 
the l ights , head down. The rowing ceased. In a dark ceremony, they 
peeled her clothes from her body , layer by layer, unt i l  she stood 
before u s ,  naked in  her dancer ' s  tights. She sank to her knee s ,  the 
flower cut from its stem. In their  sadness , the men held one another, 
unable to watch. 
For the stranger now, the mus i c  said .  
I felt myself walking away from the crowd , away from Marc , from 
Lea and Gerry , unt i l  I stood at a di stance and saw them, posed against 
a backdrop of l ight and motion. Si lhouettes :  Gerry ' s  arm on Lea ' s  
shoulder, Marc ' s  face , completely absorbed in  the dancer. Nearer to 
me I watched an old woman ' s  hand , gripping her husband ' s  arm, holding 
him back, h is  mind , h is  desire ,  eyes pinned to h i s  wrinkled face. 
Ins ide the church , in the darkness ,  I could hear the music outside, 
the voices . . •  but the depth of the church swa l l owed the sounds of the 
outside i n  dampness and stone . I felt mysel f  turning slowly in my white 
dress , circles with i n  circles,  and then a hand, touching my wri st.  I 
stopped turning ,  frozen. 
I 'm p laying freeze tag with my brother ,  running down an al ley , h i s  
breath hot behind me. I can 't  tel l  if thi s  i s  real , if  thi s  i s  actual ly  
happening to me. The gravel sl ips under my feet , a crunching sound with 
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each step. He cal l s  me a cunt : 
I ' l l  get you, you cunt! 
He laughs fire down my legs and I can tel l  he is closer now , as a 
rabbit startled from someone ' s  garage , bolts ahead of me , d isappears 
through a hedge . My brother is close enough to spit on me , and it 
feel s  l ike lava boi l i ng on my thighs. There is a pain in  my ankle and 
it folds under, my knees dig into the gravel , my arms l ike broken pin­
wheels. I fal l  in a heap. He lands on me, laughing. 
Got you. 
There are tears i n  my eyes.  In  the distance , the voices of his  
friend s ,  call ing our names.  H is  eyes burn into mine. 
Freeze ! 
Then he spits the other word at me again , l ike a scab , and suddenly 
stops laughing • • •  He ki sses my l ips ,  caked with blood and gravel , and 
swol len l ike dough . 
2 :45  a.m. 
There is  no one awake in the house as I feel my way to the kitchen. 
A Spindle 
We found them in the thi rd bar, laughing together over a table c luttered 
with g l asses , ashtrays ,  opened packs of cigarettes. Gerry had removed 
his  tie  and was laughing loud l y ,  the music drowning him out, the l ights 
blue and green over h i s  skin. When he saw us he stood up, waving his  
hand. 
Lea ! Over here! 
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We shook hands aga i n ,  tried to hear one another over the musi c .  
H i s  friends watched u s .  
I t ' s  too loud here, he said.  Over there . 
He pointed . to an empty booth across the bar. Lea made a thumbs-up 
s ign and we fol lowed him across the dance floor. 
I 'm glad you came. I didn 't  expect to see you. 
No? 
Wel l ,  I mean, I was a l ittle bit forward in  the restaurant • • •  
No you weren ' t .  
I leaned forward , touched Lea ' s  wrist: 
What do you want to drink? Gerry, where do you get served in thi s  
place? 
There ' s  supposed �o be a waitress ,  but i t ' s  quicker to go to the 
bar. Over there . Why don 't  you let me-­
No , no. What are you drinking. 
Whiskey soda. 
Lea? 
L i z ,  you don 't  have to-­
What do you want to drink? 
Okay. I don ' t  know • . •  whi skey soda. 
She smi led . 
The bartender looked at me careful ly.  
Can I see your ID? 
Are you serious? I 'm twenty-eight. 
I 'm sorry. I have to • . •  
He handed it back to me apologetical ly .  
I ' m  sorry . They tel l  us we have to--
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I t ' s  no big  deal . Real ly .  
In the booth , Gerry was explaining someth ing . 
Thank you, E l izabeth. 
Thanks , Liz.  
But all  I mean i s  that he screwed up l ike he always does.  He talks 
about negotiations and then he sends a comando force to go break them 
out. 
But that was supposed to be a secret . 
Unti l  they died. Now the whole world knows about it. 
Yes but does that mean i t ' s  his fault? I said. 
He looked at me. 
Sure it i s .  He ' s  the president. 
That makes it h i s  fault? 
Sure. 
Why? 
He stared at me. 
It ' s  okay, Gerry . She ' s  l i ke that. Loves to argue and ask questions. 
I felt her hand on my arm. 
Later I whispered into her ear: 
I 'm going to take a cab home . W i l l  you g ive me your keys? 
What ' s  wrong? 
Nothing. I 'm just tired. I won ' t  wait up ' for you , okay? 
I winked. 
Are you sure, Liz? 
Yes. I t ' s  no big  deal • • •  See you in the morning. 
I love you , L i z .  
Good night . 
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Her apartment was strange without her. I brushed my teeth , the 
flourescent l ight buzzing loud l y ,  the water col d ,  The Scream staring 
over my shoulder. 
On the kitchen table ,  the Tribune , a spoon , and the letter from the 
paranoid man. I pul led the chain hangi ng from the overhead , turned 
out the l ight. It swung back and forth in the darkness.  
In my dream an ugly dwarf stands in front of me, holdi ng his fat 
l ittle penis  i n  h is  hand. 
What ' s  its name? 
He grins from ear to ear with evi l .  
Rumplesti ltski n .  
No ! 
He laughs loudly.  
You ' l l  never guess ! Ha ha ! Never! 
Dingy? 
No ! Never in a hundred years ! 
Marco Polo? 
No ! Ha ha ! But I ' l l  g ive you a chance. A tiny, mi serable chance. 
See thi s  straw? 
He opens a l i ttle door in  my mind. The straw i s  pi led high as far 
as I can see. A l i ttle wooden spindle waits in  a patch of sunl ight. 
If you can guess before I f in ish spinning, you keep what you want 
to keep. 
What do I want to keep? 
Ha ha ! You ' l l  never guess ! 
What are you going to make? 
He l aughs even louder. 
Time i s  passi ng !  
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His  coarse hands are aiready turning the wheel . The straw spins 
into a blur. 
The door c l i cks shut. 
I 'm suddenly alone in a high tower, trying to remember. Through the 
l ittle window, I can see far away , where the fields are swept with wind 
and sunl ight. A l ittle road wanders away to the horizon. 
The curtains flutter in and out . • •  
I can ' t  remember anything.  I no longer know if I spoke with a 
dwarf , or someone el se. Or if  I spoke to anyone • • •  
The sound of the wind , the curta ins fluttering . My mind i s  empty . 
Something haunts me. Something inside me; something in the sound of the 
wind, l ike the sound of a harpsichord, closed in  a room at the top of 
the stairs. 
Then I remember . • •  
Yes. I have it.  
I open the door just as the last bundle of straw begins spinning . 
He looks up,  surprised. A tiny cocoon hangs from the spindle, nearly 
finished. 
My name is E l i zabeth . 
He slaps h is  ears with h i s  large hands. His face twists into hor­
ror. 
No ! No ! I t ' s  not possible !  
His  words become a tempest of garbled sound s .  Thunder. Agony. 
Fists clenched in the a ir ,  he fal l s  over the spind l e ,  spl itting i n  
two . • •  
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Si lence. 
The l imp cocoon l ies o� the floor l ike gui l t .  
Sea Surface Ful l  of Clouds 
A porcel a i n  moon rose over the water, plating the deck with s i l ver. 
The sea grew s i lent , slopping occasionally against the hul l .  We 
spread a blanket on the floor. 
Are you cold? There ' s  a sweater inside. 
No,  thanks. It ' s  a nice night. 
In the shadow of the cabin he pumped a Coleman lantern , h i s  arm 
rising and fal l i ng in  slow motion. He twisted a l ittle metal knob. 
The gas hi ssed, invis ible.  
Should I open the wine? 
I looked around for a corkscrew. 
Sure . There should be a corkscrew in  the s i lverware drawer. 
When I returned the l antern fl ickered for a moment ,  then went out. 
The gas continued to hiss  i n  the darkness.  
Damn. I think it  needs a new mantle.  
Do we need it? 
The l antern? 
The moon ' s  pretty bright. 
I tried to find the center of the cork with my fingertip .  The 
bottle was covered with a layer of dust. 
I guess we can see okay. 
The cork squeaked aganist the glass , broke off as I tried to pull  
it  out. 
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Dammit.  
What happened? 
You shouldn ' t  have had me do thi s .  The cork broke. Thi s  always 
happens to me. 
He laughed. 
I can ' t  l i ght the lantern; you can ' t  open the wine. We ' re i ncom­
petent. 
He took the bottle ,  pushing the cork i ns ide with h i s  finger. In 
the moonl ight , the wine looked l i ke blood as he poured it.  I wiped 
the dust off my fingertips on the blanket. 
A toast? 
He was looking at my face , but I couldn ' t  see him c learly in the 
darknes s .  
To what? 
To v is itors from the Midwest. 
I smi led , rais i ng my glass . 
Do you get them often? 
To this  vi sitor. 
Our glasses touched : a chime in the s i lver l i ght. 
He seemed suddenly nervous ,  and stood up, leaning over the guard 
rai l ,  l i ghting a c igarette. For a moment h i s  face fl ickered in  the 
l ight of the match. 
Do you know I was married? 
It ' s  not hard to tel l .  
You mean it  shows? 
I laughed. 
No. I mean from l i ttle things l ike the Vogue and the Cosmo i n  the 
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cupboard. 
He f l i cked an ash into the water. 
Oh • • •  
And then there are the l i ttle c lues , l i ke the cabin  you put my 
suitcase i n ,  with Popeye the Sailor and Ol i ve O i l  painted on the 
wal l s .  
He laughed. 
Those are my kids.  I mean , they used to sleep in  there . Peter 
and Ann. 
He looked out over the water , the moonl ight fal l ing across h i s  
neck, h i s  forearm , the point of h i s  cigarette glowing orange against 
the sky. 
You should come look at thi s ,  E l i zabeth . 
What i s  it? 
I got up,  stood next to h im by the rai l ing.  He pointed at the water 
with h i s  cigarette. 
Look at the reflection. 
The moon was sunk deep into the water. A few clouds opened between 
stars , far below the glass of the surface. 
It looks more real in  the water than in  the sky. 
I didn ' t  know the sea ever got this  calm. 
When there ' s  no wind ,  sometimes. And we ' re in a cove. 
H is  hand touched mine by accident on the rai l .  We stood i n  s i lence, 
staring into the water. 
I almost w i sh the lantern had worked , he said.  
What do you mean? 
It would be a lot less romantic  with a Coleman l antern flooding 
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the night. 
He looked at me carefu l ly .  
Do you want it to be less romantic? 
He didn ' t  answer. 
Can I smoke one of your cigarettes? 
I didn 't  know you smoked. 
I don ' t ,  real ly .  My best friend doe s .  
You shouldn 't  start . 
Just one. 
He leaned close to me , cupping his  hands for the match.  I felt the 
warmth of the flame on my forehead . the smoke mixing with the taste of 
the wine i n  the back of my throat. 
What do you want to do tomorrow? 
What do you usua l ly do? I mean , when you come out alone. 
I haven ' t  taken the boat out in  over two years • . •  I don ' t  know. 
We could explore the i s land , go f i sh ing , l i e  in  the sun . • •  
It a l l  sounds fine to me. 
He was s i lent, staring into the water. 
Marc? Does it make you uncomfortable , me being here? 
No , not rea l ly .  
He put h i s  hand on my shoulder. 
Not at a l l .  Just some memories • • .  I need to do something we never 
did  here. 
You and your wife? 
An idea took shape in h i s  eyes. 
Do you want to go swimming? 
You mean now? 
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He grinned. 
By moo�l ight. Let ' s  go for a swim. 
He disappeared into the cabin.  I looked into the water, black and 
deep, motionless.  Far below, the moon was tinged with dark blue. 
He came back in a swimsuit , carrying two towel s  in  h i s  hand. 
Won 't  the water be cold? 
Not much colder than in the day. Do you have a bathing suit? 
I took one of the towels  from h i s  ·hand. 
I ' l l be back. 
The moonl ight , coming through the cabin  window, transformed Popeye 
and O l i ve O i l  into dark , s i lent monsters brooding on the wal l .  I put 
on my bathi ng suit,  my skin naked and blue , wrapped the towel around 
my waist. 
Are you sure we ' re not going to freeze? 
It ' s  not col d ,  real ly .  You just have to d ive in .  
He hung h is  towel over the rai l and opened a l i ttle gate , smi l i ng .  
The floor of the deck was cold under my bare feet . 
Are you coming? 
H is  knees were bent to dive.  
You go first . 
For a moment h i s  body was suspended in  the a i r ,  outstretched. When 
he came up for air  he shook the water from h i s  hair.  
The water ' s  great ! 
He dove agai n ,  swimming under water , h i s  body inching across the 
clouds .  I hung the towel over the rai l  and d i ved in  after him. 
Later he paused uncomfortably on the l ittle stairway, the towel 
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draped over h i s  arm. 
You should be warm enough , but there ' s  some extra blankets i n  the 
drawer if you need them. 
H i s  eyes looked straight into mine. 
I don ' t  think I wi l l .  
The sound of the water dripping from the towe l ,  s lapping on the 
deck, f i l led the s i lence. A warm drop fel l  from my hair,  rol led 
slowly down my back. 
Do you • • •  
The dripping sound grew louder. 
I was going to ask if you • • •  E l i zabeth , I--
I could hear myself breathi ng .  I felt my hand - someone e l se ' s  
hand - reach through the porcelain  l ight, g l id ing  over h i s  chin with 
my knuckles , grazing h i s  whiskers . 
Cal l  me L iz  if  you want • • .  
Figa and the River 
The grape v i nes archi ng overhead , Marc took my arm i n  h i s  as we walked 
up the dark road to the house. At sunset, when the four of us had 
strol led down to the v i l l age, the road ' s  curves and comp l ications had 
been less severe . Now the stone wal l s  loomed on either side and the 
v i nes leaned far over the road. 
When the ballet was over, Gerry had wanted to go out. Lea went 
with h i m ,  her arm around h i s  wai st ,  to the v i l l age ' s  one sma l l  bar: 
a dimly l it room cl uttered with old tables and chairs ,  the floor 
strewn with sugar packages and smoked c igarettes.  
Where did  you go? 
Inside the church. 
Anyone there? 
No . 
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He inhaled deeply.  The air was thick and sweet , humid.  
Are you okay? 
I 'm fine. 
Look. 
He held h i s  arm out to a branch stretching over the wal l ,  thick 
with leaves. 
Figs.  
They hung at the end of his arm, soft and dark. He smi led , took 
off h i s  shirt. 
Hold thi s .  
He picked a l l  the figs he could reach , the leaves shaking each time 
he tugged , the l ight s i l ver on h is  ann, h i s  neck. 
Wrap them in my shirt. 
We were walking again ,  our tennis  shoes press ing into the dirt. 
The figs were cool in my hand as I folded them into his shirt ,  the 
sme l l  of h is  sweat , the taste of h i s  skin.  
She was beautifu l .  
The dancer? 
The one in the ocean th ing. 
In the house we washed the figs in the sink, the water running over 
our hands . 
Did you thi nk she was attracti ve? 
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The dancer? 
You left before the end. 
Not because I d idn ' t  l ike it. Yes, she was .  
El izabeth • • •  
His  hand held mine under the water. 
Are you sure you ' re okay? 
I exhaled slowly ,  reached for another fig to wash. He let go. of 
my hand. 
When you • • •  
The sound of running water f i l led the room. 
Say i t ,  Liz.  
Do you think Lea ' s  attractive? 
Of course. 
Out do you • • •  want to s leep with her? 
He took the fig from my hand, turned off the water. 
I think i t ' s  washed now. 
He dried h i s  hands on the towel , set it i n  my hand. 
Does it matter? 
We stared at each other. 
Do you ever think about her when you ' re with me? 
He dug in  h i s  pocket for h i s  c igarette s ,  held one in h i s  teeth , 
l ighting it.  
Marc , I 'm sorry about thi s .  I can ' t  help it .  
I think we should go swimming in  the tank. Are you coming? 
I watched his  back, sti l l  bare , disappear through the doorway , 
heard him descend the stairs , openi ng the cabinet for a towel , heard 
the front door open and then close. H i s  c igarettes lay on the counter. 
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I l i t  one, went to the balcony, s l i ding open the glass doors .  
In the garden there was a huge tank of water for irrigation , the 
deep end of it covered by rows of v ines . The water was dark and cool , 
the surface l i ke glass.  I watched him go through the garden gate, 
heard the creak of the iron hinge , and the sound of the water, rip­
pl ing as he stroked the surface with h i s  hand. he cl imbed to the 
s ide of the tank , threw h i s  cigarette into the darkness . 
The water slopped up over the edge when he j umped in , absorbing into 
the soi l ,  deep , through the mountai n ,  pu l l ed by the river far below in  
the val ley ,  a few l i ghts wavering i n  its b lackness.  
He saw me standing on the balcony, stopped swimming. The water 
slapped against the s ides of the tank in  a fading rythm. He smi led 
up at me : 
I love you. 
I love you too. 
A L i l y ,  Opening 
Sunday it was chi l ly on Michigan Avenue . In front of the Art Institute 
the huge stone l ions stared blankly at pedestrians . 
Wait a minute, I have to fini sh my cigarette . 
We stood at the bottom of the stairs i n  a crowd of chi ldren, where 
a woman with a c l ipboard counted heads . 
Excuse me • • •  
A woman with p ink l i pstick and a battered purse , jostled by ch i l dren. 
Can you spare three dol l ars? I don 't  have any money and I have to 
buy d iapers for my baby. It ' s  not l ike I 'm a beggar or anyth ing. Louis 
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left us without a thing. I don 't  know what else to do. Can you spare 
three dol l ars? Please? 
My hand was in my purse. Lea grabbed hold of my ann: 
No , I 'm sorry . We need it to get home. 
I felt the b i l l s  in my hand , ins ide the purse. But Lea was already 
going up the stairs .  She threw her cigarette to the ground, motioning 
me to follow. 
Inside , she took off her sunglasses . 
I can ' t  bel i eve that. I heard her saying the same thing on Halsted 
a month ago. Some lady gave her four dol lars . Jesus . 
I bel i eved her. 
So did I ,  the first time. 
The Impressionists gallery was closed for renovations . In a sma l l  
ropom we sat down on a bench.  A guard with a walkie-talkie tried not to 
watch us , pacing the doorway. 
Wel l ?  
Well what? 
You sti l l  haven 't  told me anything but Yes I had a good time. 
She giggled. 
I did have a good time. 
Obviously.  You came in at seven in the morn ing. 
What, that means I had to have a good time? 
Cut it out. 
She smi led. 
Alright . I 'm sorry . We had a very , very good time. 
We burst into laughter. The guard smi led . 
Are you going to see him again? 
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God, look at that. 
Four Georgia  O ' Keefe ' s  gaped on the wal l  in front of us .  A l i ly ,  
opening. A sku l l  that was more l ike a deep ca�e ,  the sme l l  of roses ,  
musk. Mountains ,  delving into thighs and val leys . 
We smiled at each other . 
Archetypal woman . 
I laughed. 
Doesn ' t  look l i ke mine. 
Mine either. 
The Plan 
The birds are already beginning to stir in the trees behind the house. 
Why can ' t  I sleep? Standi ng on the bal cony i n  my pyjamas . . .  In  the 
east, the sky is  already l ight . 
Today , we go to the i s l and . In  an hour , I 'm supposed to wake up, 
wake Lea , pack sandwiche s ,  bottles of water. 
Marc smiled when we told them the plan.  Gerry said noth ing.  
But we have to get up at four-thirty in  the morning.  
Al l  of us? 
No , Gerry . El izabeth and me. 
We ' l l  be back for dinner, late. 
We watched as Gerry shifted the logs on the f ire ,  h is  face red , 
orange, yellow. The flames rose around him. 
Sea Surface Ful l  of Clouds 
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My brother k i l led himself a couple of years ago. 
God . I 'm sorry. 
You had no way of knowing. Besides , I never really felt much about 
it.  I hadn ' t  seen him in years. 
She stood up, cup and saucer in her hand . 
Do you want more tea, Liz? 
I ' l l  have one more cup. 
I could hear her in the kitchen, l ighting the burner , opening the 
cupboard . I stretched my legs out across the sofa. · The cushion was 
warm where she had been sitting. When she came back she looked per­
plexed. 
I didn 't  know that about your brother • • •  
Don 't  worry about it.  Tnaks for the tea. 
She sat down next to my legs , pul l i ng an afghan across her lap,  
looking around the apartment, smi l ing vaguely.  Outside, the snow fel l  
in  s i lence. 
I love my apartment in the winter. I t ' s  so • • •  
She sipped her tea , searching for a word . 
Comfortable. 
But I wish the fireplace worked. Especial ly  on a night l i ke thi s .  
The landlord told me not to use it. 
I reached for my purse , pul led out c igarettes and a l i ghter. 
When did you start smoking? 
I don 't  know. A whi le ago. 
She watched me closely , smi l ing , as I l it a c igarette , waved the match 
out in  the air.  She laughed. 
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You ' re a natural .  
I only smoke two or three a day. 
Jesus. You ' d  think you were seventeen . Come on: let ' s  see it .  
Act l i ke a smoker. · 
I leaned back on the sofa, crossing my legs under the afghan, drawing 
my eyes together . I exhaled slowly.  
Why must you be so a-na-lytical? Sometimes you have to let art 
flow • • •  over • • •  you • • •  
She laughed. 
Wi l l iam Hurt . Body Heat. 
No. The Big  Chi l l .  
But when he does it it makes me horny. When you do it it makes me 
l augh . 
You were a beginner once too , Lea. 
Okay. I t ' s  just hard for me to get used to. Did you start smoking 
in San Francisco? I have an image of you, standing by a dock with a 
cigarette iruyour hand. Like an ad in Vogue. 
I didn 't  go to the waterfront. 
You didn 't? 
I put the cigarette out in  the ashtray. 
Have you ever travel led by yourself? 
Not by myse l f ,  no . 
I t ' s  weird. Not l ike what you think it ' l l  be. I t ' s  l ike the place 
you ' re in is just an excuse to spend time with yourself. 
She stared out the window. The snow gl ittered under the l ight of the 
streetl am�� I tried to explain :  
I don ' t  know • • •  You don 't  feel l ike going to a l l  the p l aces every-
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body else goes to. I mean , I saw the Golden Gate bridge , from a d i s ­
tance. 
You sent me a postcard of it .  
I remember when I bought. that I wondered if  I should go see it  for 
real so I wou l dn ' t  be . . •  That ' s  what I mean .  When you ' re alone you 
don ' t  want to do things for other people.  I mostly walked around , 
looking at people.  
She smi led . 
What about the guy you mentioned on the postcard? Something about 
d inner? 
My boss wanted me to have dinner with him. 
I l i t  another c igarette. 
He was nice.  Topk me to an Ita l i an restaurant. I don ' t  know • • •  
Just dinner? 
I don ' t  know, I 'm j ust not l ike you . You can meet a guy in  a bar , 
l i ke you d i d  with Gerry , and wind up practically  engaged. Anyway , thi s  
guy was married. Or he used to be . besides , he ' s  almost as old as my 
father. Real self-consc ious. 
You d i dn 't even think about it? 
You know what I thought? I thought he ' d  be great for you , if  it 
weren ' t  for Gerry. 
Oh , thanks L i z .  I 'm real big  on married men . 
That ' s  not what I meant . He was l i ke you. Inte l l igent and self­
conscious. Whenever he made a joke he was making fun of himself .  
You ' re the only one I know that thinks I 'm self-conscious. 
That ' s  because I know you better. Like when you do something out­
goi ng ,  free, I know i t ' s  rea l l y  self-conscious. 
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We sat in  s i lence for a whi le .  
He told me a l l  about h i s  ex-wife. About spendi ng the weekends on 
their  yacht. It was weird. I feel l ike I know her. 
He has a ·yacht? 
That ' s  what he said.  he said she ' d  get up early and play with the 
kids  whi l e  he was asleep. And when the kids were asleep at night the 
two of them would stand there on the deck, watching the moon in the water. 
A sea surface ful l  of clouds , or something�. 
I s  he rich? 
He must be . Dinner was over a hundred dol lars .  I don ' t  know why 
I didn 't  think about it. Kind of l ike the Golden Gate Bridge • • •  
Outside , the wind picked up, blowing snow against the window l ike 
sand. 
In the morning she stood in front of the mirror, looking at herself.  
Reflected off the snow , the sunl i ght f i l led the room. 
Something wrong , Lea? 
She j umped . 
Jesus . You scared me. I thought you were asleep. 
I laughed. 
Sorry. I s  there somebody i n  the mirror? 
She smi led.  
I don 't know. I was just thinking • • •  
The Photograph 
Agai n ,  seated around the tabl e ,  the sun going down outside: Lea 
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whi spering something to �arc , Gerry tel l ing me between mouthful l s  
about ti les and stonework. I poured myself wine,  sat back in the chair .  
On the televis ion , another bul l fight , the sound turned off. 
For centuries.  It lasts.  
Lea and Marc burst out in laughter. She held her gl ass up to h i m  
i n  a mock toast, sat back and looked at me. 
What are we learning about now, Liz? 
I smiled. 
T i les .  
Jesus Christ,  Gerry. Ti les? 
He s ipped h i s  wine slowly, set the glass down . 
I ' l l  be right back. 
He went into the bedroom, returned carrying h i s  camera and tripod. 
What ' s  th is? 
Portrait time . 
Of us? 
And the tabl e ,  and the food, the l i ght. Of u s .  
He set the timer, sat down at h i s  place on the table.  
Smi l e .  
A whirring noise a s  the shutter wound down • • .  the heavy c l ick of 
the shutter. 
Liz and I want to sleep together tonight, she said.  
The a l cohol buzzed happ i l y  in  my temples.  Gerry stopped what he 
was doing and stared at her. 
What? 
You can s leep with Marc for a n ight , can 't  you honey? or here i f  
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you want. 
She patted the sofa with her palm, stroked the upholstery. 
He frowned. 
Don 't  be a shit,  Ger. We used to do this a l l  the time before we met 
you guys. L ike h igh-school g irl s .  Slumber parties. You know. 
From the kitchen , the sound of Marc doing di shes weaved into the 
so�nd of the fire ,  crackling ,  a steady h iss .  She giggled ,  held my hand. 
Spic and Span 
I can ' t  sleep. 
Neither can I .  
I could see her hand in a patch of l ight from the window, moving 
nervously  over the p i l low. 
Let ' s  make some tea. 
The kitchen l ight was bright. She squinted at the wal l s .  
I w ish they ' d  repaint thi s  kitchen. 
Her voice sounded hollow in the l i ght. 
From the cupboard she pul led out a box of Earl Grey , l it the stove 
with a wooden match , striking it on the wal l .  The gas hi ssed. She 
put the match out under the faucet . 
What time i s  i t ,  anyway? 
Two-thirty. 
What ' s  wrong with us? Why can 't  we sleep? 
I don ' t  know . 
Reflected in the window, we looked unreal . Bathrobes and pal e  
skin.  Soggy teabags on a saucer. 
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My si ster gave me thi s  cup when I moved out. 
It was green,  with a chi p . along the rim. Outside the window, there 
was no l i ght , nothing to see. 
Did you sleep at a l l ?  
No . I kept thinking there was someth ing I should remember, but I 
couldn 't.  It felt l ike someth ing inside me. Jesu s .  Look at my floor. 
I need to mop it.  
Her fingers tapped the table impatiently.  
Let ' s  do it now. 
Now? L i z ,  i t ' s  two-thirty in  the morning. 
So? 
The idea took shape in  her eyes.  She laughed. 
Let ' s  do it.  
I f i l led the bucket whi l e  she swept , the warm sme l l  of Spic  and Span 
and hot water f i l l ing the room. The foam made a soapy noi se .  She 
slapped the mop on the floor, began scrubbing. 
Look how dirty it i s .  
I turned the chairs upside down on the table. The mop swished back 
and forth . She stopped to rest. 
Let me do it for a whi le .  
I scrubbed under the tabl e ,  the handle rough in my hands. 
I can ' t  bel ieve we ' re doing thi s .  
Better than lying awake i n  bed. 
The woman mopping in the wi ndow did not look l i ke me, poised against 
the blackness in her white pyjamas ,  her skin pale and thi n .  My arm was 
beginning to ache. 
Your turn. 
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Before turning out the l i ght , she looked at the -floor a last time. 
Looks a lot better. 
A Rabbit as King of the Ghosts 
I walk  down to the water , my body loose and at ease, my skin deep brown. 
We are alone on the i s l and . Lea sits up , rests herself on one elbow, 
watching me. I find the string we have tied to a barnacle-covered 
rock , pul l  the basket i n  from the water. 
Want one? 
The bottle i s  cold and wet in my hand. She smi l e s ,  nods her head: 
Yes . She has hardly spoken today , smi l i ng instead , feel i ng the heat of 
the sun, the breeze of the sea. An hour ago, a motor boat went by , on 
the ocean side. We covered our bodies with towe l s .  
The bottled water is clean and col d .  We wa lk up the beach , broken 
she l l s  crunching under our feet, and stop at the ancient wal l  crumb l i ng 
in front of us.  A l i zard , poi sed near a crack in the stone , turns its 
head slowly. 
Inside the fortress is not different : the sand and she l l s , a 
patch of grass , the sun burning for centuries. She holds my hand , 
squeezes it.  We walk the perimeter of the wal l ,  saying nothing , happy. 
Under the arch of the doorway , in the shade , she ki sses my cheek, 
rests her warm hand on my shoulder. We . stare at· each other , our breasts 
almost touching.  She s i nks to her knees , slowly , rests her head against 
my stomach. My f i ngers work their way through her hair.  
When she looks up at me she asks with her eyes :  
Now? 
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I don ' t  know how to answer her. The sound of the waves, breaking on 
the ocean side, i s  a dream. I can see my red towel , and her blue one , 
far up the stretch of sand, sma l l  patches of color in the unending sun. 
She tugs at my arm gently with her hand. Her l ips are dark, swol len. 
The sun low in the sky, we wrap the towel s  around our shoulders, s it 
facing the water. The tide has gone out: waves crash among the black 
rocks , foaming in clusters of barnacles and muscles.  
Her leg rests on mine . To our left, in a patch of long grass , a 
rabbit moves s lowly,  the wind touching its fur. Seeing u s ,  it stops , 
turns it  head sideways . 
How is  there a rabbit here? I touch her arm, point to i t  with my 
eyes. She smi les and we watch as it hops slowly to the edge of the 
sand , faces the sea . The grass bends low to the ground . The rabbit 
sits l ike a statue , the whole of the wideness of the sea , the wind 
and the orange sky . • •  
A self that touches a l l  edges.  
Sea Surface Ful l  of Clouds 
The first thing I thought of in the morning was h i s  hand s .  Large 
palms , long fingers . They were clown ' s  hands. On the wal l ,  Popeye 
and O l i ve Oil stared at me , waiting. I could hear him above, on the 
deck , walking from one end to the other. 
Good morning. 
Jesus . You scared me. 
He laughed. 
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Good morning. Did  you s leep okay? 
Yes. That bunk ' s  k ind of sma l l , but I managed . God , it ' s  bright 
out here. 
Isn ' t  it great? You want breakfast? 
I shielded my eyes from the sun. The sea was motionless. I remem­
bered the sound of water , s lopping against the s ide of the boat as I fel l  
asleep. 
That ' d  be great. I 'm going to take a shower first. 
I ' l l  start cooking. 
The shower had a t iny window, looking out across the water. Just 
below, the deck glared i n  the sun. I stood for a long time in the water, 
letting it run through my hair.  
A shadow moved past the window. When I looked there was nothing 
there. I imagined that he was watching me, unseen , masturbati ng with 
h i s  c lowni sh hand , crouched j ust below the window. The soap was warm, 
s l ippery. 
Feel better? 
He poured orange j uice from a g l ass pitcher. 
I t ' s  a great day. 
He put scrambled eggs on my plate, spooning them from a ski l let. 
When I leaned forward to sme l l  them I felt h i s  eyes on my breasts . 
Sme l l s  great , Marc. 
I put the rest of the Camembert from last n ight i n .  
The sun was hot on my forehead. He was smi l ing.  
Wel l ?  
What? 
How are the eggs? 
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Oh. They ' re gr.eat. I can taste the cheese. 
He grinned. 
Look at that. You can see a l l  the way to the bottom. 
The water was completely sti l l .  Blue,  turning to deep green at the 
bottom. On the sea bed kelp  and coral lurked in s i l ence. 
It ' d  be beautiful from the air.  
I tried to imagine the view. An i s land , a cove , a tiny white boat 
nestled in the blue. 
I saw the sea thi s  sti l l  from the air once. When the sun ' s  at the 
right angle ,  i t ' s  as if the water ' s  completely invi s i ble.  Just the floor 
of the sea , l i ke land • • •  
You have an airplane , too? 
No , no. A friend of mine. 
I lay down on a beach towe l ,  felt the sun warming my skin . He 
turned on a transistor radio.  
Sorry , if you hate footbal l .  The Forty-Niners . 
He smi led . 
I don ' t  mind0 
The noise of the radio seemed sma l l  against the huge sky , the water 
stretching to the horizon. He tightened the s lack in the f i sh ing l ines ,  
turning the reel handles slowly. The c l icking noise weaved itself lazily 
into the sound of the radio.  I could feel his  eyes ,  looking at me, my 
body turning brown in the sun • . •  
What are you doing to me? 
Noth ing. Shut your eyes. 
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I pul l  the sheets up over my body. 
No,  don ' t .  I have to see you. 
What are you doing? 
Shhh . . .  
H is  hand moves in slow motion i n  the moonl ight ,  up and down . I 
can hear h i s  breathing , unsteady , rough . 
Where ' s  mom? 
Shhh . Shut your eyes. 
In the total darkness h i s  breathing i s  louder. I feel wet between 
my legs. I feel my hand creeping towards the-­
Do that. 
He sounds as though he ' s  choking:  
Keep doing that. Shhh . 
I can feel him c loser to me , but I keep my eyes c losed. Something 
wel l s  up inside me , l ike a wave, my fingers learning everything at once, 
the gasping sound he makes , the sudden warmth on my thigh , the wave 
breaking over my heart • • .  
When I open my eyes he i s  gone, the door standing open . The stuff 
on my thigh i s  warm and sticky between my fingertips.  
WneR I woke up the sun was setting behind the yacht. My skin felt 
cold ,  naked. 
You ' ve been asleep for a long time. 
I think I got a sunburn . 
You ' re pretty red. 
The Forty-Niners won. 
Forty Niners • • •  
The footbal l  game. 
Oh. • 
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I sat up,  pul l ed the towel around my shoulders. 
Did you catch anything? 
Two. 
He opened a canvas bag. Two fish ,  wet and s i l ver, lay in the cool 
inside. 
We ' l l  have them for dinner. 
Good . I think I 'm going to put on a shirt or something . 
I had forgotten to make the bed. My suitcase lay open on top of the 
sheets , c lothes fal l ing out. I looked at myself  in the mirror: my skin was 
bright red , except where the bikini had been. The shirt felt rough against 
my skin. 
When I returned to the deck, he was pouring wine into two glasses , 
humming something to himself.  
Some wine before I start to cook? 
Sure. 
We sat down in the canvas deck chairs,  looking out across the water, 
the a ir  cold on my bare arms . 
This afternoon , whi l e  you were asleep • • •  
He didn 't  finish . 
Yes? 
Whi le you were asleep I was • . •  watching you. 
I felt the muscles in my stomach tighten. H is  hand clutched the 
wineglass.  I waited. 
I mean , I was thinking. 
He set the glass on the floor , almost spi l led it.  
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Not anything • • •  wrong. Just that you would be • • •  You ' re the f irst 
woman I ' ve met since I got divorced that I ' d  l i ke to be with. 
What do you mean? 
I mean • • .  I don ' t  know. I guess I 'm just trying to say I l i ke you . 
Don 't  get worried. I 'm not going to ask you • • •  to do anything. I 
probably sound l ike every middle-aged , d ivorced man in  the country • • •  
He smi led. 
Don 't worry . I 'm not weird or anything l ike that. I 'm just • • •  
normal .  And bad at talking. 
I stood up, leaned on the guard rai l .  
You ' re not bad at talking ,  Marc. 
The sky was already dark on the horizon , deep blue above. Streaks 
of pink l inger�d over the water, a few pale clouds • • •  
The surface of the water was l i ke cel lophane. Underneath , the sea 
and sky rolled together as the l i ght died away , pouring deep iris  through 
the clouds.  
In Her Sleep 
I woke up before the alarm went off . She was smi l ing in her sleep , her 
hand closed gently around my arm. 
When wi l l  you be back? 
Soon. 
We hugged each other awkwardly. I tried to open the door, suit­
case in my hand. 
I t ' s  double-latched. 
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Oh. 
She smi led , c l i cked open the bolt. 
See you later. 
Bye • • •  
The sun was already warm outside, and there were two parking ti ckets 
under my windshield wiper. Cl imbing into the front seat, I stopped , half 
in and half out of the car: high above, on top of the hospital , the workers 
were building a scaffold  in the c lear morning a ir ,  its structure etched 
against the sky, some of them on top of i t ,  some of them framed by the 
tiny black l ines. 
Two Women . Shadows 
She whi spered to me : 
They ' re sti l l  awake. 
From the l i ving room we heard the sound of Gerry ' s  voice , then Marc , 
answering him. 
Gerry ' s  mad about thi s ,  isn 't  he? 
Not really.  I don 't  think so . 
Marc asked me if we were lovers. 
She laughed into her p i l low. 
Wel l ?  
I said of course not. 
Through the window the air from outside was damp and wa.rm. 
I don 't  think I could if we wanted to. 
A Church 
Never? 
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The words sounded hol low i n  the setting sun , the waves rol l ing in , 
breaking over the rocks far below us .  In an archway of the l ittle temple 
she stood with her back to me , framed against the sky. 
I ' m sorry , Lea. It wasn 't  really  a l ie-­
I know. 
Her s i lhouette shifted positions under the archway , leaning against 
the old stone . 
Are you mad? 
Why should I be? 
I don 't  know • • •  
What are you doing in there? I can barely see you. 
The shadows inside the temple ,  the sme l l  of stale urine and dust 
surrounded me. The wind from the sea , stirring her hair in the doorway , 
did not reach me. 
It ' s  warm in here . 
L i z ,  are you okay? 
I didn ' t  answer. 
I don 't  care if  you had a brother or not • • •  
I didn ' t .  
Walking home, we picked our way through the blackberry bushes tan­
gled over the path to the v i l l age. She stopped to eat one, her hand 
reaching into darkness and returning ,  the berry the color of blood in the 
moon ' s  empty l i ght. We said nothing , passing through the v i l l age,  the 
tavern ' s  one window l it ,  voices inside. On the winding road to the house, 
she held my arm in hers , smiled at me. 
Gerry was standing on the verand a ,  smoking a cigarette , waiting for · '  
us . 
Wel l ?  How was the island? 
We didn 't  go . 
You didn ' t  go? 
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Inside the house she set down the picnic basket. 
Where ' s  Marc? 
He went for a walk or somethi ng .  What happened? Where were you a l l  
day if  you didn ' t  go to the is land? 
She laughed. 
Jesus Christ, Gerry . I t ' s  no big deal . We spent the day on the beach 
by the·'vi  1 1  age . 
The one with the church? What happened to the i s land? 
It ' s  not a church. It ' s  a shrine - empty. We went to the fi sherma n ' s  
place but there was no one there . His boat was s itting there and every­
thing but no fisherman. 
The door had been left standing open, a curtai n  fluttering in the 
breeze. We walked around the l ittle house , peering in  the windows , 
cal l i ng out. The house was empty. Next to the boat, h i s  nets were coi led 
up in the sand. 
